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Chapter 1

General Introduction

The aim of this research is to explore new concepts for multiphase gas-liquid-solid

reactions within microreactors, using membrane technology. This chapter provides

a general view about microreactors and already existing concepts for multiphase

reactions in these devices. Furthermore, an overview of conventional membrane

reactors is presented, followed by some background information on model reactions,

which were performed in this study. Lastly, the scope and outline of this thesis are

given.
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1.1 Microreactors

Microreactors are devices with reduced characteristic dimensions for performing

chemical reactions. Their dimensions are much lower than conventional reactors in

process engineering, classically in the sub-millimeter range1–3. Typical examples of

microreactors are shown in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: Examples of microreactors: (left) FRX (Syrris), (center) FlowSyn (Future
Chemistry), (right) Micronit Microfluidics.

Microreactors occupy less space and enable much more controlled processes than

conventional macro-scale reactors. Due to their small characteristic length, the

flow inside microreactors is typically laminar, which makes the hydrodynamic

characteristics well defined and controllable. Using these devices, high quality and

accurate experimental information can be gathered very quickly within a small

volume. Reactant costs and waste streams are reduced and safe operation can be

performed thanks to the small volume of these reactors3,4.

The microchannels in these reactors have a large surface to volume ratio (typically

10000 - 50000 m2/m3), which is much higher than in conventional chemical

reactors (100 - 1000 m2/m3)1,3. This ratio leads to excellent heat and mass

transfer properties (Figure 1.2), which make them very suitable for exploring and

performing fast and exothermic reactions5. These properties enable high productivity
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rates, energy efficiency, sustainability and operational safety for a given process in

microreactors2–4,6.

Figure 1.2: Benchmarking of microreactors with conventional reactors (adapted
from5).

The small volumes and improved heat transfer characteristics of microreactors allow

the safe operation of chemical reactions, which would otherwise be risky to carry out in

conventional macro-scale reactors. Reactions such as direct fluorinations, with a high

exothermic nature, explosion risks and hazardous/toxic chemicals can be performed in

microreactors. Hence, the use of microreaction technology opens new opportunities

for novel chemical routes, which are of high importance for the chemical process

industry2,3.

Besides laboratory scale, microreactors can also be applied for small- or large-scale

production in process engineering. The strategy to increase the production capacity

of microreactors is typically the ”numbering-up” of microchannels3,4. Schenk et

al.7 classified numbering-up in two main types (Figure 1.3): external and internal
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numbering-up. External numbering-up is carried out by simply connecting the desired

amount of microreactor modules in a parallel fashion. The internal numbering-up is

referred as the parallel connection of microchannels within only one microreactor

device.

Figure 1.3: Schematic representation of external and internal numbering-up for
microreactors (adapted from7,10).

By numbering-up, production volumes can be increased while keeping the process in

each microchannel unaffected. In this way, redesign and pilot-scale production steps

for conventional scale-up in chemical engineering can be by-passed. With internal

numbering-up a higher degree of parallelism can be achieved within a smaller volume.

This type of scaling-out is more suitable for standard reactions and safe processes

and it requires lower equipment costs than the external numbering-up. External

numbering-up is advantageous for complex and hazardous processes. In externally

numbered-up systems, in case of malfunction or an accident within one microreactor

module, the other modules can still continue the production and the consequences

are less devastating than in a conventional chemical production process. A further

advantage is that the production capacity can easily be adjusted according to demand.

This would be a great advantage for small-scale, local production sites4,7.

To sum up, all the above-mentioned properties make microreactors attractive tools for

many applications in chemical technology, such as laboratory-scale research, industrial
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process development and intensification, and on-site production of chemicals in small-

scale2,4.

The aim of the research in this thesis is to explore multiphase processes, such as gas-

liquid-solid reactions, within microreactors. Following, a brief overview of existing

microreactor concepts for these processes is given.

1.2 Gas-liquid-solid microreactors

Multiphase gas-liquid (G-L) and gas-liquid-solid (G-L-S) reactions are of great interest

to the industry; therefore, intensive research is being carried out on these reactions

including microreactors5,8,9. In G-L-S processes, besides the gas and liquid (G-L)

reactants, an additional solid catalyst (S) is required, which catalyzes the reaction

between both reactants.

Hessel et al.9,10 classified multiphase microreactors into two main types: Dispersed

and Continuous Phase microreactors. In the dispersed phase reactors, one phase is

dispersed into the other one, so that both gas and liquid flow in the same microchannel.

In the continuous phase reactors, both phases are separately fed to and withdrawn

from the reactor without being dispersed into each other.

1.2.1 Dispersed phase microreactors

In these devices, gas and liquid are merged inside the same microchannel. Both

streams are fed into the reactor using a dual- or multiple-feed arrangement, in order

to obtain a G-L dispersion in the microchannel. The gas to liquid (G/L) flow ratio

and the inlet conditions of both phases are very critical because they determine the

flow pattern in the microchannel. At low G/L flow ratios, bubbly flow (very small

bubbles) is observed. At intermediate low G/L flow ratios slug flow (segmented-

Taylor flow) and at very large ratios annular flow is predominant11 (Figure 1.4).

The concept of these systems is relatively simple. Slug flow (Figure 1.4 left-(c,d),

Figure 1.4 right) can improve liquid mixing properties inside the microchannel thanks

to the toroidal vortices, which is a great advantage especially in the case of fast
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Figure 1.4: (left) Schematic representation of flow patterns in dispersed phase
microreactors (adapted from11), (right) slug flow and streamlines within the liquid
slug (adapted from9).

chemical reactions9,11. Dispersed phase microreactors are applied in various areas

of chemical reaction engineering, such as direct fluorination12, hydrogenation11 and

photocatalytic reactions13–15.

Next to its simplicity and improved mass transfer properties, this principle also has

some drawbacks. Gas and liquid separation is needed at the reactor outlet, since

both streams are inter-mixed. The slugs might coalesce and this situation creates

uncertainty about the actual flow patterns and interfaces in these devices9,10. Another

disadvantage is that the presence of a gas phase in the microchannel decreases the

residence time of the liquid reactant in the reactor.

1.2.2 Continuous phase microreactors

In these microreactors, liquid and gas streams flow separately in their own ports, do

not intermix, but are in contact through the whole reactor length. Some advantages

of these types of reactors are that no phase separation is needed at the outlet of

the reactor, the gas-liquid interface is well-defined and internal numbering-up is

relatively easy. A general drawback is that some additional technical precautions

in reactor design need to be taken to avoid the inter-mixing of the gas and liquid
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Figure 1.5: (left) Falling film microreactor (adapted from9), (right) Mesh microreactor
(adapted from19) for gas-liquid-solid reactions.

streams. Common examples of continuous phase microreactors include the falling

film microreactors, mesh microreactors and overlapping channel microreactors9,11.

Continuous phase reactors can be further categorized according to the stabilization

of the G–L interface. In some reactor designs the G–L interface is stabilized by a

physical structure (i.e. meshes, membranes), while in others the gas and liquid coflow

without any interface stabilizing structure.

Continuous phase microreactors without stabilizing structures:

Among these, falling film microreactors are the most commonly used reactors. In

falling film microreactors, a thin falling liquid film (few tens of micrometers) flows by

gravitational force along a surface and is exposed to the co-flowing gas throughout

the whole reactor length16. These reactors are commercially available (IMM

Mainz) and were already applied for various reactions (hydrogenations, fluorinations,

chlorinations, photochemical reactions)17,18. They are well suited for G-L reactions.

For G-L-S reactions, these reactors may suffer from mass transfer limitations, as the

gas has to diffuse through the liquid film to reach an immobilized solid catalyst on

the microstructured surface.

In overlapping channel microreactors, gas and liquid phases flow in separate mi-

crochannels (each open on one side) and these channels overlap at defined areas in

the reactor module, where the contacting occurs. These reactors have small G-L

interfacial areas and limited interface stability9,10.
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Continuous phase microreactors with stabilizing structures:

In these reactors, typically, a physical structure with defined openings (pores) is

placed between the gas and liquid phases in order to stabilize the G-L interface. The

position of the G-L interface is defined by the wetting properties of the liquid phase

on the physical structure. The G-L interface will be in the liquid side, if the pressure

difference over the stabilizing structure is lower than the Laplace pressure (∆p):

∆p = −2 · γL · cos(θ)

rmax
(1.1)

where γL is the surface tension of the liquid, θ contact angle of the liquid on the

material of the stabilizing structure and rmax the maximum pore radius of this

structure. When θ is below 90◦, the liquid will wet the stabilizing structure and

no stable interface can be formed under flow conditions. In this case, an additional

gas pressure needs to be applied to stabilize the G-L interface. When θ is above 90◦,

no additional gas pressure is required, but in that case, the pore size of the stabilizing

structure becomes crucial. Structures with large openings will face wetting even at

low-pressure values in the liquid side.

Mesh microreactors are a common example of continuous microreactors with a

stabilizing interface. In these reactors, the gas and the liquid ports are separated

with a planar mesh structure. Both phases are in contact through the openings

(diameter≈5 µm) of the mesh (e.g. nickel)1,19,20. For G-L-S reactions, the solid

catalyst can be immobilized either on the outer side of the liquid port (Figure 1.5) or

directly on the mesh material itself. In the first case, mass transfer limitations might

occur, because the gaseous reactant would have to travel through the liquid film to

reach the solid catalyst.

In these reactors, the meniscus stability at the G-L interface is an important aspect.

Typically, the interface is stabilized by pressure difference between both phases, which

makes the operation technically demanding. The interface can also be stabilized by

hydrophobizing the mesh contactor (for aqueous processes), which can prevent the

leakage of the liquid reactant to the gas port21. However, no high pressures can be
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applied in the liquid stream due the relatively large pore diameter of the mesh (low

Laplace pressure).

De Jong et al. investigated G-L contacting in microfluidic devices using polymeric

membranes. In their work, porous hydrophobic membranes were used as a stabilizing

interface between the gas and liquid phases22–24. They demonstrated the applicability

of membranes for the local control of liquid composition within a microchannel, by

using various gaseous reactants on the opposite sides of the membrane (Figure 1.6)24.

In addition, they performed catalytic oxidation of glucose as a model reaction, though

very low activity and rapid deactivation was observed. The polymeric membrane itself

was used as catalyst support, which is not well suited for heterogeneously catalyzed

reactions22.

The dual channel microreactor is a new continuous microreactor concept for G-L-S

chemistry that has recently been published by Park et al.25. In these microreactors,

the gas and the liquid are flowing in their own microchannels and they are contacted

Figure 1.6: (top) generation of local concentration gradients by gas-liquid contacting
(adapted from24), (bottom) Dual channel microreactor (adapted from25).
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with a gas permeable PDMS membrane (Figure 1.6). Continuous contacting between

both phases can be carried out with a stable membrane interface. However, the

membrane does not act as a support for the catalyst. In this concept, the metal

catalyst is suspended inside the liquid phase and needs to be separated from the liquid

product at the reactor outlet. Separation of catalyst particles adds complications to

the process, especially in a continuous operation mode.

De Jong22 and Park et al.25 demonstrated that membranes have a great potential

in microsystems, by providing stable interfaces in multiphase reactions. Even

though there are only very few examples of membrane assisted G-L-S contacting

in microreactor technology, in the past decades intensive research was carried out on

conventional membrane reactors (with higher characteristic dimensions). Membrane

reactors for G-L-S reactions are described in the following section.

1.3 Membrane reactors

Multiphase reactions for gas-liquid (G-L) and heterogeneously catalyzed gas-liquid-

solid (G-L-S) systems are conventionally performed in various types of reactors.

The most widespread types include agitated tanks, slurry reactors, bubble or spray

columns, and trickle-bed reactors. Membrane reactors have also been intensively

investigated due to their various advantages.

Figure 1.7: Gas-liquid-solid contacting concept in membrane reactors (adapted
from26).
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Membrane reactors offer a stable and controlled G-L interface with a simple reactor

design (Figure 1.7). The gas and liquid phases are added to the reaction zone

from opposite sides of a membrane and meet precisely where the solid (S) catalyst

is located. In these reactors, the gas/liquid flow ratios can be independently

varied26–32. Moreover, the gaseous reactant is distributed homogeneously over to the

catalytic area, along the full reactor length. This makes these reactors advantageous

for processes with low gaseous reactant solubility and/or high gas consumption,

preventing a possible depletion of this reactant in the reactor. Using membrane

reactors, high-pressure operation can be avoided because of the improved three-phase

contacting32,33.

For this concept, porous membranes are preferred over dense membranes because of

their high gas permeability. The porosity of the membrane offers easy access of the

gaseous reactant to the catalytic layer. Typical membrane materials are polymeric or

inorganic membranes. Polymeric membranes are cheap and are available in various

geometries and properties. However, at high temperatures and under chemically harsh

conditions their use is limited. Moreover, the bonding of a metal catalyst particle to

the polymeric surface is weak and the regeneration of the polymer embedded catalyst

is not an easy task. Inorganic materials, such as ceramics, are very favorable to

G-L-S reactions because of their high chemical, thermal and structural stability.

Conventional catalyst immobilization techniques (e.g. wet impregnation, incipient

wetness) with high temperature post-processing can be applied on these materials. In

addition, the regeneration of the catalyst can easily be conducted by calcination and

reduction steps33.

For porous inorganic membrane reactors the G-L interface is typically stabilized by

a pressure difference (trans-membrane pressure), because of the hydrophilic nature

of the membrane materials. An excess pressure (see Equation 1.1) is applied from

the gas side of the reactor and the G-L interface can be positioned on the porous

membrane at the desired location. The stabilization of the interface was intensively

investigated by Vospernik et al.27 and Bercic et al.34 and they demonstrated that the

mass transfer of the gaseous reactant is strongly dependent on the position of the G-L
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Figure 1.8: Examples of numbering-up in membrane technology: (left) Hyflux Inocep,
(right) GEA membrane modules.

interface in the membrane. Even though accurate interface control can be obtained

by trans-membrane pressure, this method can be considered technically demanding

due to the necessity of additional equipment (e.g. pressure regulators, sensors).

Catalytic membrane reactors were already applied for various chemical reactions

such as hydrogenation27,29 and oxidation28,34 reactions. Large-scale operation with

membrane reactors can be conducted very easily, especially in tubular geometry

(Figure 1.8). Membrane modules with high packing density are already available

on the market; this provides a simple way of channel numbering-up of a developed

reactor.

An important aspect of these reactors is the mass transport in the liquid phase

due to the laminar flow profile. In membrane reactors, the mass transport of the

reactant in the liquid phase from the liquid bulk to the catalytic surface on the wall is

mainly carried out by radial diffusion, which is a relatively slow process. In order to

improve the mass transfer, Vospernik et al.28 and Pashkova et al.35 used static mixers

and glass beads, respectively, inside the membrane channel and observed significant

improvement in the reactor performance. Despite the improved reactor performance,

both methods add operational complications to the process.

A practical way to overcome mass transfer limitations in a process with a wall reaction

is miniaturizing the characteristic length of the reactor channel, as described above

for microreactors. The small characteristic length increases the surface area (catalytic
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wall) per reactor volume and reduces the diffusion path for the reactant to the reactor

wall. The aim of the present study is to apply the above-mentioned advantages of

membrane reactors for G-L-S reactions in microreactors and merge the advantages

of both reactor designs. In order to test the performances of our microreactors, two

model reactions were performed. These reactions are described below.

1.4 Model gas-liquid-solid reactions

1.4.1 Catalytic hydrogenation of nitrite ions in water

Increasing concentrations of the harmful nitrite (NO2
−) and nitrate (NO3

−) ions in

ground waters throughout the world is a critical environmental problem. Therefore,

various processes are being developed to tackle this problem, such as biological

processes, physicochemical techniques and catalytic hydrogenation. Biological

processes are reported to have low conversion rates and to be slow. Physicochemical

techniques (ion exchange, reverse osmosis, electrodialysis) remove these compounds

efficiently, but they require regeneration; since they accumulate these compounds in

secondary streams at high concentrations. The catalytic hydrogenation process is

mentioned as the most promising solution for nitrite removal36–38.

2NO−2 + 3H2
Pd→ N2 + 2OH− + 2H2O (1.2)

2NO−2 + 6H2
Pd→ 2NH+

4 + 4OH− (1.3)

In this reaction, NO2
− ions in aqueous solution (L-reactant) react with hydrogen

(H2; G-reactant) on the solid catalyst (e.g. palladium (Pd); S-catalyst) surface

and form the desired product nitrogen (N2) and the undesired product ammonia

(NH4
+). Hydrogenation of nitrite is known to be a very fast reaction inducing mass

transfer limitations, which makes it very suitable to study as a model reaction in

microreactors39.
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1.4.2 Photocatalytic degradation of organic compounds in

water

A photochemical reaction is a chemical reaction that takes place in the presence of

light. A photocatalytic reaction is a photochemical reaction, which takes place only

in the presence of a photocatalyst. Photocatalysis is applied in numerous disciplines,

such as water and air treatment, organic synthesis, hydrogen (H2) production from

water and reduction of carbon dioxide (CO2)40,41.

In a photocatalytic reaction, a photon reaches the surface of the photocatalyst leading

to molecular excitation (Figure 1.9). To realize this excitation, the photon needs to

be at the appropriate wavelength and to have energy equal to or higher than the band

gap energy (Ebg) of the photocatalyst. With the molecular excitation, electrons (e−)

and holes (h+) are formed and they promote the formation of hydroxyl radicals (OH),

superoxide radicals (O2
−) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2)42.

Electrons and holes can also recombine competitively, which would lead to process

inefficiencies42. The presence of oxygen (O2) is known to be very crucial for

photocatalytic degradation processes. It is an electron acceptor in the photocatalytic

degradation and prevents the recombination of electron (e−) and hole (h+) pairs.

Additional oxygen supply was reported to enhance efficiency of photocatalytic

degradation processes (e.g, methylene blue, phenol degradation)13,43,44.

Figure 1.9: (left) Schematic representation of a photocatalytic reaction (adapted
from42), (right) microreactor chip for photocatalytic reactions (adapted from43).
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1.5 Scope of the thesis

The aim of this study is to introduce a membrane reactor concept for G-L-S

microreaction technology. In this concept, the contact between gas and liquid for

reaction purposes is achieved using membrane technology and selective wetting of

porous ceramic and metallic membranes.

Figure 1.10: Contacting concept of the porous meso- and microreactors for G-L-S
reaction systems in (left) tubular and (right) planar geometry.

The contact of gas and liquid occurs precisely on the membrane surface, where

the solid catalyst is deposited. For ceramic membrane reactors, the G-L interface

is positioned by controlling the wetting properties of the porous reactor wall, as

opposed to trans-membrane pressure in conventional membrane reactors. For metallic

membrane reactors, a gas-permeable polymeric layer was integrated on the outer

surface to confine the liquid phase.

Fabrication, catalyst deposition, selective surface modification steps and module

preparation were carried out for reactor development. We developed reactors

with tubular (hollow fiber) and planar (chip) geometry and tested them for two

model reactions in water: catalytic hydrogenation of nitrite ions and photocatalytic

degradation of organic compounds. Tubular reactors were applied for the catalytic

hydrogenation in Chapters 2, 3 and 4 and the planar reactor the photocatalytic

reaction in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2 introduces the contacting concept of gas and liquid phases in a membrane

using surface modification techniques. Preparation, characterization and operation of

the reactors are described. In this study, we investigated the influences of the surface

properties and catalyst (palladium) loading on the reactor performance. Furthermore,

we studied the effects of the gas phase composition on the overall productivity of the

reactor. It was observed that reactor performance could be significantly improved by

controlling its surface properties. In addition, even at dilute concentrations of the

gaseous reactant, the reaction rates remained constant, which is of great advantage

for multiphase reactions.

Chapter 3 focuses on improving the understanding of the concept developed in

Chapter 2. Tubular reactors with various thicknesses of catalyst supports and

internal hydraulic diameters were prepared and characterized. The influences of

these geometrical parameters on the reactor performance were tested. Results

indicated increasing internal mass transfer limitations with increasing thickness of

the catalyst support. We also observed that the reactor productivity of the hollow

fibers with smaller internal diameter was considerably improved, indicating external

mass transfer limitations in these reactors. Furthermore, to enhance the mixing in the

membrane channel, slug flow operation (see Figure 1.4) was studied using an inert

gas. With the induced mixing of the inert slug flow, the nitrite conversion values

increased significantly.

Chapter 4 demonstrates the development and application of porous metallic

membrane reactors with carbon nanofibers catalyst supports. We prepared these

reactors by porous stainless steel hollow fiber fabrication, carbon nanofiber growth and

catalyst immobilization steps. Reactors with high mechanical strength and catalytic

surface area were obtained. With the operation of these reactors, we observed high

conversion values for nitrite reduction, even without the presence of hydrogen or

palladium. These results suggest reductive properties of the reactor material itself

and prove their promising potential for chemical reduction processes.

Chapter 5 describes the preparation of porous ceramic microreactors in planar (chip)

geometry and their utilization in photocatalytic processes. Microfabrication, photo-
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catalyst (titanium dioxide-TiO2) immobilization and selective surface modification

steps for the reactor preparation are explained. The developed reactors showed high

photocatalytic activity in the photocatalytic degradation of phenol and methylene

blue in water. Furthermore, membrane-assisted supply of oxygen improved the reactor

performance.

Chapter 6 summarizes the results obtained in the scope of this work. It gives

recommendations for future research, together with concluding remarks.
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ABSTRACT

In this study a concept for gas-liquid-solid (G-L-S) microreactor technology was

developed and optimized which ensures that the gaseous and liquid reactants directly

meet at the solid catalyst surface with a simple contacting approach. Fabrication,

catalyst deposition and surface modification steps were carried out to develop

porous ceramic (alumina-Al2O3) mesoreactors. In order to realize liquid flow

inside the intrinsically hydrophilic porous reactor channel and to obtain a stabilized

gas-liquid-solid interface different surface modification (hydrophobization) strategies

were successfully implemented. Catalytically active reactors with varying surface

properties along the cross-section were obtained and their performance was tested for

nitrite hydrogenation as a G-L-S model reaction. Results showed that the performance

of the reactor could be drastically enhanced by tuning the surface properties. With the

proposed concept, even at dilute concentrations of the gaseous reactant, the reactor

performance remained constant.
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2.1 Introduction

The development of miniaturized devices (in micro– and mesoscale) for carrying out

chemical analysis and chemical reactions has shown a rapid improvement in the past

years. A micro– or mesoreactor is a chemical reactor with a reduced dimensional

scale (hydraulic diameter), which results in a very large surface to volume ratio.

This large ratio provides enhanced heat and mass transfer enabling the development

of more efficient processes (process intensification). Micro– and mesofluidic devices

allow new chemical processes that were previously not applied in conventional systems.

In addition, they are sustainable by creating less waste, occupying less space, and

enabling safer operation due to their small volume1–5.

Multiphase reactions for gas–liquid (G–L) and heterogeneously catalyzed gas-liquid-

solid (G–L–S) systems are conventionally performed in various types of reactors.

The most widespread types include agitated tanks, slurry reactors, bubble or spray

columns, and trickle-bed reactors6. Also membrane reactors have been intensively

investigated due to their various advantages including well-defined contact regions

and simple reactor design. In these types of reactors, the G–L interface is generally

stabilized by the use of a pressure difference across the membrane (trans–membrane

pressure)7–14.

With the rapid developments in microreaction technology, some analogues of the

macro-scale reactors became available for G–L and G–L–S reaction systems in the

microscale3,4,6,15,16. Multiphase microreactors for these systems were classified by

Hessel et al.6 in two main types: Continuous and Dispersed Phase microreactors. In

the continuous phase reactors, both phases are separately fed to and withdrawn from

the reactor without being dispersed into each other (e.g. the falling film microreactor).

In the dispersed phase reactors, one phase is dispersed into the other one. Various flow

patterns (e.g. Taylor flow and annular flow) are obtained in these microchannels. In

these microreactors the G/L flow ratios have to be well controlled to create a stable

interface between both phases6. In most of the existing continuous and dispersed
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phase reactor designs, the gaseous reactant usually has to diffuse through a liquid

film to reach the solid catalyst that can be immobilized on the microchannel wall.

The aim of the present work is to introduce a membrane reactor concept for G–

L–S microreaction technology. The contact between gas and liquid for reaction

purposes is achieved using membrane technology and selective wetting of porous

ceramic membranes (Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1: Contacting concept of the porous ceramic mesoreactor for G-L-S reaction
systems.

The contacting between both phases takes place directly at the inner membrane

surface, where the catalyst is immobilized. Using this continuous process concept,

the gas phase composition can be kept constant along the full length of the reactor.

Furthermore, no separation of gas and liquid reactants is necessary at the reactor

outlet. The G–L interface and the positioning of the reaction area are controlled

using surface modification (hydrophobization) techniques, as opposed to controlling

trans–membrane pressure.

The heterogeneously palladium(Pd)–catalyzed hydrogenation of nitrite ions in aque-

ous phase was chosen as G–L–S model reaction system for this study. The removal

of nitrite (NO2
−) and nitrate (NO3

−) ions from groundwater is a relevant reaction

from an environmental point of view. It can be carried out via biologic and catalytic

hydrogenation processes. Due to the low reaction rates of the biologic processes, the

catalytic hydrogenation process is mentioned to be more promising for the nitrite
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removal. Via the catalytic route the nitrite ions are converted to nitrogen (N2) or the

undesired product ammonia (NH4
+)17–21.

2.2 Experimental

2.2.1 Materials

Commercial α–Al2O3 hollow fibers InoCep M800 (Hyflux CEPAration Technologies

(Europe)) with average pore diameter of 800 nm were used as membrane support

in this study. The membrane fibers had an inner diameter of 2.8 mm, an outer

diameter of 3.8 mm and they were prepared with a length of 13.5 cm. γ–Al2O3

(Alfa Aesar, 3 micron APS Powder), MilliQ-water, polyvinyl alcohol (PVA; Sigma-

Aldrich, 99+% hydrolyzed) and acetic acid (Merck, pro analysi) were used for catalyst

support preparation. Palladium(II) 2,4–pentanedione (Pd(acac)2; Alfa Aesar, 34.7%)

in toluene (Merck, ACS) was used as catalyst precursor solution. For the surface

modification steps a perfluorinated octyltrichlorosilane (FOTS; Aldrich, 97%) and n–

hexane as solvent (Merck, ACS) were used as received. An aqueous solution of Phenol

Red sodium salt (Merck, ACS) was used as wetting indicator solution. Sodium nitrite

(NaNO2, Merck, ACS) was used as source for nitrite ions (NO2
−).

2.2.2 Reactor preparation

The preparation of the porous ceramic mesoreactor consists of 3 main stages which

are summarized in Figure 2.2.

The inner surface of the commercial α–Al2O3 membrane (BET surface area: ∼0.1

m2/g) was coated with a γ–Al2O3 layer as catalyst support to increase the active

surface area. For the coating procedure a standard recipe for the aqueous 20 wt%

γ–Al2O3 suspension was used22. With the help of a syringe pump the suspension

was fed into the fibers; the excess suspension was removed by flowing air (1 ml/min)

through the fiber for 2 min. The coated samples were then dried in the oven at 50◦C

for 1h and then calcined at 600◦C for 2 h.
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Figure 2.2: Summary of the porous ceramic mesoreactor preparation steps: drawings
represent the cross–sections of the membranes after each step.

For the catalyst (Pd) deposition the samples were immersed into a precursor solution

prepared of 300 mg of Pd(acac)2 in 50 ml toluene for 24 h. The samples were removed

from the solution and dried at 50◦C in air overnight. Finally the samples were calcined

for 1h at 250◦C in oxygen (O2), followed by a 1 h reduction treatment with hydrogen

(H2) at the same temperature. For a second group of samples, the above mentioned

treatments (immersion, drying, calcination and reduction) were repeated 3 times on

the same sample to increase the palladium (Pd) content in the reactor walls.

Al2O3 hollow fiber membranes were hydrophobized by coating their surface with a

fluorinated alkyl trichlorosilane (FOTS). The surface modification process of Al2O3

is illustrated in Figure 2.323.

Two different routes were performed for the surface modification: Complete or

selective hydrophobization.

Complete Hydrophobization (Liquid Phase):

Adapted from Geerken et al.24 the samples were immersed in a solution containing

a few drops of FOTS in 40 ml n–hexane. They were kept in the solution for 1 h,

taken out and placed in an oven at 100◦C for 1 h in order to realize the surface
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Figure 2.3: Schematic representation for the surface modification of Al2O3 using
FOTS, adapted from Geerken et al.23

reaction between FOTS and Al2O3. After this reaction step the samples were rinsed

with isopropanol to remove the excess FOTS on the membrane surface. The samples

which were prepared using this method were labeled as PHOB.

Selective Hydrophobization (Gas Phase):

To prevent FOTS from reaching the γ–Al2O3 catalyst support on the inner part

of the hollow fiber membrane, its ends were sealed (Figure 2.4). The principle of

FOTS gas phase deposition was adapted from previous work25,26 and modified to

the requirements in this study. The sealed membranes were placed in a desiccator

and vacuum was applied to 6·10−2 mbar. After closing the vacuum pump FOTS was

purged into the chamber for a short time (in the order of minutes). Then the FOTS

compartment was closed and water vapor was introduced into the chamber for 10 s.

The reaction of the FOTS with the surface took place at room temperature. These

samples were labeled as SePHOB after this selective surface modification step.

2.2.3 Reactor characterization

The coating thickness and morphology were investigated by using Scanning Electron

Microscopy (SEM; JEOL TSM 5600). The samples were sputtered with a thin gold

layer (Baltzers Union SCD 40) before imaging. To determine the active surface area of

the γ–Al2O3 layer, BET surface area was measured using the N2–adsorption isotherm
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of the selective hydrophobization setup and method.

obtained at 77 K (Micromeritics Tristar). The weight of the sample before and after

the coating of the γ–Al2O3 layer was measured with an analytical balance.

The average Pd content on the samples with and without γ–Al2O3 catalyst supports

was determined using X–ray fluorescence spectroscopy (XRF). The qualitative

distribution of Pd at the cross-sections of the γ–Al2O3 layer was obtained by Scanning

Electron Microscopy (LEO 1550 FEG–SEM) with energy dispersive X–ray analysis

(EDX; Thermo Noran Vantage system). The dispersion and active particle size of

Pd was determined by CO–Chemisorption (Micromeritics, ChemiSorb 2750: Pulse

Chemisorption system) at room temperature.

Contact angle measurements (OCA 15 Dataphysics) were carried out for each

hydrophobization procedure. Due to the curved surface of the hollow fibers these

measurements were performed on flat polished dense alumina wafers. Laplace

pressures (for PHOB and SePHOB samples) at which the liquid (H2O) wets the

hydrophobic membrane from the tube to the shell side were measured. One end of

the surface modified hollow fiber samples was sealed and water was pressurized from
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inside until water droplets appeared on the outer surface. This pressure difference at

which the wetting occurred (∆p) can be correlated to the Laplace equation:

∆p = −2 · γL · cos(θ)

rmax
(2.1)

where γL is the surface tension of the liquid, θ contact angle of the liquid on the

membrane material and rmax the maximum pore radius of the membrane.

An aqueous Phenol Red sodium salt solution (∼300 mg/L) was prepared and pumped

through the surface modified reactors (PHOB and SePHOB) for a minimum time of

15 min, in order to visualize the wetting behavior throughout the sample. Then the

samples were cut and the cross-sections were examined by optical microscopy (Zeiss

Axiovert 40).

2.2.4 Reactor operation

The performance of the reactor was tested for heterogeneously catalyzed hydrogena-

tion of nitrite ions (NO2
−) over palladium (Pd) catalyst in aqueous phase.

2NO−2 + 3H2
Pd→ N2 + 2OH− + 2H2O (2.2)

2NO−2 + 6H2
Pd→ 2NH+

4 + 4OH− (2.3)

The conversion and the reaction rate of the nitrite ions (NO2
−) were the main

performance criteria. The production of the undesired product ammonia (NH4
+)

was also measured and used to calculate selectivity of the reaction. Selectivity to

nitrogen (N2) follows directly based on the well known fact that no other products

are formed. The porous ceramic mesoreactors were placed into a stainless steel module

with separate in- and outlets for liquid and gas (Figure 2.5). The module was placed

in a vertical position (liquid inlet at the bottom) inside an oven at 298 K. The liquid

reactant (NO2
−) was pumped into the tube and the gaseous reactant (hydrogen: H2,

atmospheric pressure) was delivered to the shell side of the porous reactor.
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Figure 2.5: Schematic representation of the experimental setup.

Solutions of sodium nitrite with two different initial NO2
− concentrations of ∼11 and

∼110 mg/l were prepared. The liquid reactants flow rates were chosen as 0.1 and

0.3 ml/min. The back pressure of the liquid before the entrance of the reactor was

measured. The liquid outlet was connected to an ion chromatograph (IC; Dionex

ICS 1000) and the NO2
− and NH4

+ concentrations were measured. The volumetric

concentration of H2 in the gas phase was varied between 1 and 100% using a mixture

of H2 and Argon (Ar) at different concentrations. The gas flow rate at the shell side

was kept constant as 100 ml/min. The experimental parameters are summarized in

Table 2.1.

In addition to the above mentioned 3-Phase (G-L-S: H2(g)-NO2
−(aq)-Pd(s)) exper-

iments, a 2-Phase (L-S: H2(aq) and NO2
−(aq)-Pd(s)) operation mode was tested

where the liquid was presaturated with H2 (in a mixture with Ar) in a reservoir and

fed to the reactor. During the 2-Phase operation mode pure Ar gas was flown at the

shell side of the reactor.
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Table 2.1: Experimental parameters: Reactor types and operation conditions.

Reactor types PHOB - SePHOB
Catalyst (Pd) deposition on reactor, times 1 & 3
Reaction temperature, K 298
Reactor volume, ml 0.83
Initial nitrite concentration, mg/l 11 & 110
Liquid flow rates, ml/min 0.1 & 0.3
Liquid flow back pressures, bar 0.3 & 0.6
Gas flow rate, ml/min 100
Volumetric H2 concentration in gas phase, % 1 - 100

2.3 Results and Discussion

2.3.1 Reactor characterization

The structures of the γ-Al2O3 coated ceramic hollow fiber used in this study are

displayed in the SEM images in Figure 2.6. The micrographs show that there is a

clear difference in the morphology between the α- and γ-Al2O3 layers. The BET

active surface area of the γ-Al2O3 support was found to be around 73 m2/g, which is

significantly higher compared to the commercial α-Al2O3 support (∼0.1 m2/g). The

weight increase of the sample due to the coated support was ∼5.6 wt%. Thickness of

the support was on average 80 µm.

Figure 2.6: SEM images of the ceramic membrane cross-section after γ-Al2O3 catalyst
support coating: (a), (b) α-Al2O3 / γ-Al2O3 intersection (c) Porous structure of the
γ-Al2O3.
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Catalyst deposition was performed on samples with- and without γ-Al2O3 support

coating. The overall weight percentage of Pd (measured by XRF) for the sample

consisting of only α-Al2O3 was found to be ∼0.026 wt% and for the sample with

additional γ-Al2O3 coating this value has increased to ∼0.073 wt%. This indicates

that the amount of deposited catalyst could be significantly increased with the γ-

Al2O3 coating due to the high surface area of this layer. For the samples with 3 times

catalyst deposition the corresponding values increased to ∼0.12 and ∼0.26 wt%. It

was observed that the Pd is mainly located in the γ-Al2O3 layer. The EDX results

qualitatively showed a homogeneous distribution of Pd along the cross-section of the

γ-Al2O3 coating. Both samples (containing additional γ-Al2O3 coating) with 1 and

3 times catalyst deposition were used in this work as reactors in order to study the

effect of catalyst loading on the reactor performance. These samples were referred

as Pd loading= 0.073 wt% (1 time deposition) and Pd loading= 0.26 wt% (3 time

deposition).

The Pd dispersion of a sample (measured by CO-Chemisorption) with α- and γ-Al2O3

was ∼7.9% (average particle size≈14 nm) after a single exposure for Pd deposition,

and ∼6.5% (average particle size≈17 nm) after 3 times repetitive Pd deposition.

However, it must be noted that these XRF and CO-Chemisorption results were

obtained for the entire sample (α- and γ-Al2O3) and not specifically for the γ-Al2O3

layer which is relevant for catalytic activity.

Contact angles were measured on dense flat Al2O3 samples after the hydrophobization

step (for both liquid and gas phase hydrophobization methods). For both samples, the

contact angles were around 115◦, which confirms that both methods were successful

in hydrophobizing Al2O3.

The wetting behavior of the porous ceramic fibers modified by the complete (PHOB)

and selective (SePHOB) hydrophobization methods were investigated using an

aqueous Phenol Red solution as wetting indicator. Samples without any surface

modification were completely wetted by the indicator solution within a few seconds.

For the PHOB (completely hydrophobized) sample no considerable coloring in the

cross sections along the length of the fiber was observed indicating that the entire
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Figure 2.7: Visualization of the wetting behavior for the selectively hydrophobized
(SePHOB) hollow fibers. Optical microscope cross-section images for tracking the
liquid flow, indicating where the liquid reaches. (a) partially wetted α-Al2O3 layer,
(b) Completely hydrophobic α-Al2O3 and hydrophilic γ-Al2O3 layers.

sample was hydrophobized. For the SePHOB (selectively hydrophobized) samples

wetting was observed only in the γ-Al2O3 layer. This method apparently allows

hydrophobizing only the α-Al2O3 selectively while γ-Al2O3 layer remains hydrophilic.

Apparently, by sealing the ends of the fiber the direct transport of FOTS to the

inner membrane surface and therefore hydrophobization of the γ-Al2O3 layer could

be prevented.

To determine the parameters for the selective hydrophobization (SePHOB) procedure,

the FOTS exposure time was varied and different degrees of wetting were observed

(Figure 2.7). In samples with shorter exposure times wetting was seen also in the α-

Al2O3 layer (Figure 2.7.a) which indicates that some regions also in this layer remained

hydrophilic. But for longer FOTS exposure times it was observed that the α-Al2O3

layer became completely hydrophobic (Figure 2.7.b). Also the wetting behavior was

identical along the length of the fiber. Further increase of the exposure time on the
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order of minutes resulted in the same wetting behavior as in Figure 2.7.b; the γ-Al2O3

layer remained still hydrophilic. These results indicate that gas phase modification

of the γ-Al2O3 layer is a slower process compared to modifying the α-Al2O3 layer.

Most likely, this results from the adsorption of FOTS at the γ-Al2O3 layer, combined

with the smaller pore sizes and high surface area of the γ-Al2O3 layer (Figure 2.6).

Probably, the diffusion of FOTS is slower due to the smaller pores and larger amount

of FOTS is needed to cover the high surface area in this layer.

Laplace pressures of the PHOB and SePHOB samples were measured. These

pressures were 1.7 bar for the PHOB samples and 1.1 bar for the SePHOB samples.

For the PHOB sample the liquid has to wet the hydrophobic γ-Al2O3 layer first,

whereas for the SePHOB sample the hydrophilic γ-Al2O3 layer is already wetted,

explaining the higher Laplace pressure for the PHOB sample. The measured Laplace

pressure for the SePHOB sample is comparable to the value predicted from the

Laplace equation for the α-Al2O3, ∼1.5 bar for a maximum pore radius of 800

nm. However, a higher wetting pressure than 1.7 bar should be expected for the

PHOB sample due to the significantly smaller pore sizes in the γ-Al2O3 layer (Figure

2.6). This low value indicates the presence of defects in the γ-Al2O3 layer, such as

macrovoids (large pores), cracks or incomplete hydrophobization.

It must be noted that both of the measured Laplace pressures are higher than the back

pressures (Table 2.1) for each flow rate, which ensures a stable gas-liquid interface

without the liquid reactant leaking to the gas side.

2.3.2 Reactor performance

The catalytic performance of the obtained reactors was investigated using heteroge-

neously Pd catalyzed hydrogenation of nitrite in aqueous phase as a model reaction.

The main performance criteria were the nitrite conversion and the reaction rates which

were determined by measuring the initial and final concentrations of the nitrite ions

before and after the reactor.

In order to determine the influence of the surface properties on the reactor

performance two reactors (Pd loading= 0.073 wt%) with different surface properties
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were tested:

• PHOB (hydrophobic α- and γ-Al2O3 layers),

• SePHOB (hydrophobic α-Al2O3 and hydrophilic γ-Al2O3 layers).

Table 2.2 shows the overall conversions of nitrite ions, selectivities to ammonia and

reaction rates as a function of the liquid flow rate for both reactors. It can be seen

that the performance increased drastically by using the SePHOB reactor. These

results clearly show the improvement achieved by altering wall wetting conditions.

This significant increase in the nitrite conversions can be explained by the increased

contact interface between the liquid reactant and the Pd catalyst. While in the

PHOB reactor the liquid reactant was in contact with a hydrophobic γ-Al2O3 catalyst

support preventing efficient contact between the nitrite solution and the active Pd, in

the SePHOB reactor the liquid reactant was able to contact the complete hydrophilic

γ-Al2O3 layer resulting in significantly higher conversion values. The measured

selectivity values to ammonia were found to be approximately 53% for the PHOB

and 40% for the SePHOB reactor.

Table 2.2: Effect of the surface properties on the reactor performance: NO2
−

conversions and reaction rates for PHOB and SePHOB reactors (Initial nitrite
concentration≈11 mg/l, H2 concentration=100%, Pd loading=0.073 wt%).

L-Flow rate, Reactor NO2
− Reaction rate

ml/min type conversion ·105, mmol/min
0.1 PHOB 25% 0.6

SePHOB 71% 1.8
0.3 PHOB 11% 0.8

SePHOB 39% 2.8

The effect of the H2 concentration in the gas phase of the reactor was investigated for

the PHOB and SePHOB reactors (Pd loading= 0.073 wt%). The flow rate of the gas

phase was kept constant, but the volumetric concentration of gaseous reactant H2 in

the gas flow was varied between 1% and 100% (H2 partial pressures) by using Ar as

diluting agent.
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Figure 2.8: The effect of the hydrogen concentration on the reactor performance.
Nitrite conversion values for PHOB and SePHOB reactors (Initial nitrite
concentration≈11 mg/l, Pd loading=0.073 wt%).

As can be seen in Figure 2.8, the performance of the reactor remained constant with

decreasing hydrogen concentration. A slight decrease in conversions was observed

when the H2 concentration dropped below 5%. The selectivity to the undesired

product NH4
+ decreased very slightly with decreasing H2 concentration. Results show

that even at low values of H2 concentration, the gaseous reactant could easily reach

the reaction area (γ-Al2O3 layer) through the non-wetted pores of the hydrophobic α-

Al2O3. This concept ensures negligible mass transport limitations for the gas reactant.

Even at low H2 concentrations in the gas phase, enough hydrogen is provided to

maintain the reaction with dissolved nitrite (∼0.24 mmol/l).

The initial nitrite concentration in the liquid phase was increased from 11 to 110

mg/l. The experiments were carried out with the SePHOB reactor for different H2

concentrations (5 to 100%) and at two different liquid flow rates (0.1 and 0.3 ml/min).
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For increased nitrite concentrations, even though the nitrite conversion values have

decreased compared to the experiments with lower nitrite concentration (Table

2.3), the reaction rates have significantly increased. The selectivity of the reaction

towards ammonia was approximately 24%. In addition, with the variation of the H2

concentration (down to 5%) it was observed that the nitrite conversion performances

again remained constant over the full concentration range. These high nitrite reaction

rates at high initial nitrite concentration (∼2.40 mmol/l) show that the continuous

supply of the gas phase provides enough H2 to the reaction area even though H2

has a low solubility in water (∼0.78 mmol/l at 25◦C27). The apparent order in H2

for this configuration is zero, suggesting that the Pd surface is almost completely

covered with H-atoms. Apparently, this way of introducing H2 is extremely efficient.

The turn-over-frequency (TOF), representing the amount of NO2
− ions converted per

surface-Pd-atom, was calculated for the SePHOB reactor (Pd loading= 0.073 wt%,

initial NO2
− concentration≈11 mg/L) to be ∼0.5·10−3s−1. This value is relatively

small compared to the TOF obtained in previous work (∼3.4·10−3s−1) for γ-Al2O3

supported Pd catalyst20. However, this is not a surprise when considering the high

level of conversion as reported in Table 2.3, as compared to differential experiments20.

Therefore, the TOF obtained here is an averaged value due to variations in both nitrite

concentration as well as pH along the axis of the reactor.

Table 2.3: Effect initial nitrite concentration on the performance of the SePHOB
reactor: NO2

− conversions and reaction rates for PHOB and SePHOB reactors (Initial
nitrite concentration≈11 mg/l, H2 concentration=100%, Pd loading= 0.073 wt%).

Initial NO2
− L-Flow Rate, NO2

− Reaction Rate
Concentration ml/min Conversion ·105, mmol/min
∼ 11 mg/l 0.1 71% 1.8

0.3 39% 2.8
∼ 110 mg/l 0.1 40% 9.9

0.3 18% 13.7

In order to investigate the effect of the amount of catalytically active sites on

the membrane wall, two reactors with two different catalyst loadings were tested.

SePHOB reactors with 0.073 wt% Pd loading and with 0.260 wt% Pd loading were
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used and the tests were carried out for initial nitrite concentrations of ∼11 and ∼110

mg/l.

Figure 2.9 illustrates the obtained nitrite conversions for each reactor under the

different process conditions. Higher conversion values were obtained for the reactor

with higher catalyst loading. The increments in conversions and reaction rates for

each flow rate were more evident for higher initial nitrite concentrations (from 9.9

and 13.7·10−5 mmol/min to 15.0 and 22.7·10−5 mmol/min) because of the lower

conversion levels (closer to differential conditions), where the concentration gradients

along the axis are less significant. These results show that the performance can be

improved by increasing the amount of Pd catalyst in the selectively hydrophobized

reactor. However, the extent of the increase is far smaller than the increase in Pd

loading, which is due to the high conversion levels (integral conditions) and hence a

significantly lower concentration in the downstream of the reactor, as well as to the

Figure 2.9: Effect of catalyst loading on the reactor performance. Nitrite conversion
values for SePHOB reactors with 0.073 wt% and 0.260 wt% Pd loading (Initial nitrite
concentration= ∼11 (low) and ∼110 (high) mg/l, H2 concentration=100%)).
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Table 2.4: Comparison of 2-Phase and 3-Phase Systems for a SePHOB reactor (Initial
nitrite concentration≈11 mg/l, Pd loading = 0.260 wt%).

Operation L-Flow Rate, Nitrite conversion H2 conversion Selectivity to NH4
+

Mode ml/min x(H2),vol x(H2), vol x(H2), vol
10% 100% 10% 100% 10% 100%

2-Phase 0.1 11% 72% 51% 47% 5% 36%
0.3 14% 53% 72% 40% 4% 60%

3-Phase 0.1 80% 80% - - 37% 40%
0.3 46% 46% - - 42% 38%

decreased dispersion of Pd.

The nitrite conversions of the proposed 3-Phase concept were compared with the

performance of a 2-Phase system for the same reaction using the same reactor.

In the 2-Phase system the initial nitrite (NO2
−) feed solution was saturated with

the gaseous reactant of H2 or its mixtures with Ar. For this mode, both reactants

(NO2
− and H2) are dissolved in water (L) reacting on the catalyst (S) surface and no

reactant (H2) is fed from the gas phase. The solution was fed into the same porous

ceramic mesoreactor. For this comparison, two different liquid flow rates (0.1 and 0.3

ml/min) and two different H2 concentrations (x (H2)) were used. Tests were carried

out in the SePHOB reactor with 0.260 wt% Pd loading. The conversion values of the

presaturated H2 in the liquid phase were calculated for the 2-Phase experiments from

the reaction stochiometry (2, 3) considering the selectivity of the reaction.

The experiments clearly show (Table 2.4) that the performance of the 2-Phase system

is more sensitive to the H2 concentration. For 10% H2 concentration, the conversion

values dropped drastically in the 2-Phase system while for 100% H2 concentration

these values were in the same range for both operation modes. The decrease of

the conversions for low H2 concentrations at 2-Phase operation mode is caused by

depletion (exhaustion) of dissolved hydrogen in the liquid phase along the reactor

axis. Presaturation with 10% H2 (partial pressure= 0.1 bar) results in ∼0.078 mmol/l

dissolved H2 at 25◦C, which is not sufficient to convert the dissolved nitrite (∼0.24

mmol/l) completely. These results demonstrate the key advantage of the proposed

3-Phase contacting system, where a continuous supply of the gaseous reactant along
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the full length of the reactor via the membrane prevents depletion of the gaseous

reactant, without dispersing the gas in the liquid phase.

2.4 Conclusions

In this study, a contacting concept for gas-liquid-solid (G-L-S) microreaction tech-

nology was studied. Porous ceramic mesoreactors in tubular geometry with con-

trollable wetting properties and catalytic activity was developed. The reactors

were characterized and the proposed reactor concept was applied for catalytic

hydrogenation of nitrite. The developed reactors showed promising performance for

this environmentally relevant catalytic reaction system.

Main conclusions of this study are as follows:

• The wetting behavior for the liquid reactant on the catalyst surface and the

position of the G-L interface can easily be tuned and a stable G-L-S interface for

heterogeneously catalyzed reaction processes can be obtained applying surface

modification (hydrophobization) techniques.

• Reactors prepared with selective hydrophobization techniques (SePHOB), in

which the membrane support is hydrophobized while the catalyst support

remains hydrophilic, proved to be the most effective configuration for this

reactor approach.

• The performance of the reactor remained constant even when the gaseous

reactant (H2) concentration was decreased. This concept provides very efficient

transfer of H2 by continuous addition through the membrane, allowing operating

at low partial pressures of H2.

Membrane technology shows to have a promising potential to be implemented for

microreactors in G-L-S reaction systems. Despite the above mentioned conclusions

some issues remain to be investigated. Next chapter is focused on different

configurations inside the reactor such as the influence of different thicknesses of the
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catalyst support layer, effect of the decreased internal diameters (microscale) and

mixing strategies to increase the performance.
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ABSTRACT

In this study, porous membrane reactors with various characteristic length (inner

diameter), controllable catalyst support thickness, active catalyst surface area and

tunable wetting properties are described for heterogeneously catalyzed gas-liquid-solid

(G-L-S) reactions. We developed porous ceramic membrane meso- and microreactors

(porous Al2O3) with various geometrical parameters and applied these to a model G-

L-S reaction. Integration of a catalyst support layer (γ–Al2O3), catalyst deposition

(palladium) and surface modification (hydrophobization) steps were carried out to

tailor these tubular porous ceramic reactors. These reactors were tested for catalytic

hydrogenation of nitrite ions (NO2
−) in water for different initial concentrations and

flow rates. To improve the external mass transfer in the liquid phase, we integrated

inert slug flow in our porous reactors, merging the advantages of both dispersed

phase and membrane reactor operation. Results showed that the NO2
− reaction rate

per catalyst surface area decreased with increasing thickness of the catalyst support

layer, indicating internal mass transfer limitations. Reducing the inner diameter of the

reactor and also the integration of slug flow significantly enhanced the performance

by improving the external mass transfer.
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3.1 Introduction

Heterogeneously catalyzed gas-liquid-solid (G-L-S) reactions are of great importance

for the chemical industry, including petrochemical, bulk and fine chemical processes.

A variety of reactor types are used for these multiphase reactions; conventional ones

are slurry phase and trickle/fixed bed reactors1–3. An alternative reactor design for

these reactions is a membrane reactor. This alternative demonstrates a promising

potential for future application due to its many advantages. They offer a stable and

controlled G-L interface with a simple reactor design, in which the gas and liquid

phases can be controlled independently. The phases are added to the reaction zone

from the opposite sides of the membrane and meet precisely where the solid (S)

catalyst is located. The gaseous reactant is distributed homogeneously along the

full reactor length, which makes these reactors advantageous for processes with low

gaseous reactant solubility or high gas consumption, preventing a possible depletion

of this reactant in the reactor4–14. In past years, due to their favorable properties,

these reactors were intensively investigated. A major drawback of these systems

is mass transfer limitations in the liquid phase (reactant diffusion from bulk to the

catalytic wall) due to the laminar flow in the reactor channel. Remarkable efforts were

performed to overcome these limitations. Vospernik et al.9 used a static mixer and

Pashkova et al.13 used glass beads (restructuring the flow) in the a reactor channel,

in order to improve the mass transfer in the liquid phase.

A practical way to overcome mass transfer limitations in a chemical reaction process

is the use of microreactor technology, by miniaturizing the characteristic dimension of

the reactor channels. Microreactors are chemical reactors with reduced characteristic

length and therefore high surface to volume ratio. They offer numerous advantages

for chemical technology with their miniaturized dimensions, such as improved

heat and mass transfer, operational safety, higher degree of control, sustainability,

mobility15,16. Hence, microreactor technology is an attractive platform for G-L-S

reactions.
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Falling film microreactors17, mesh microreactors18, catalyst trap microreactors19,

dispersed phase microreactors20 are commonly used reactor designs in this field.

Excellent reviews on G-L-S processes in microreactors are already available21–24.

According to our best knowledge there are only very few examples of membrane

reactors available for G-L-S microreactor technology.14,25.

In Chapter 2, we demonstrated a new method of preparation and application of

porous ceramic mesoreactors for G-L-S reactions. We developed a selective surface

modification (hydrophobization) strategy ensuring a stable gas-liquid-solid interface.

By tuning the surface properties, we were able to define the reaction area and enhance

the performance of the reactor14.

The aim of the present work is to study the influence of geometrical and operational

parameters on the reactor performance for this concept. This chapter consists of

two sections. The effect of catalyst support thickness and the miniaturized channel

dimensions (geometrical parameters) are described in Section 3.2. The integration of

inert slug flow (operational parameter) is given in Section 3.3.

In both sections, Pd-catalyzed hydrogenation of nitrite ions (NO2
−) in water is used

as a model reaction to test the reactor performance. In this reaction, NO2
− ions in

aqueous solution (L-reactant) react with hydrogen (H2; G-reactant) on the palladium

Figure 3.1: Contacting of gas, liquid and solid phases for the Pd-catalyzed
hydrogenation of nitrite in a porous ceramic reactor.
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(Pd; S-catalyst) surface and form the desired product nitrogen (N2) and the undesired

by-product ammonia (NH4
+)1,26,27. In the present study, the conversion NO2

− is the

main performance criterion. No selectivity studies (N2 or NH4
+) were carried out.

2NO−2 + 3H2
Pd→ N2 + 2OH− + 2H2O (3.1)

2NO−2 + 6H2
Pd→ 2NH+

4 + 4OH− (3.2)

3.2 Influence of geometrical parameters on reactor

performance

In this section, the performance of the porous ceramic (membrane) reactors for

different reactor configurations (catalyst support thickness, characteristic length) is

investigated. Reactors with various properties were prepared and tested for catalytic

hydrogenation of nitrite.

3.2.1 Experimental

3.2.1.1 Materials

As membrane support, commercial porous ceramic (α–Al2O3) hollow fibers (InoCep

M800 -800 nm average pore size-; Hyflux CEPAration Technologies, Europe) with

two different diameters of were used. The used fibers had inner diameters of 0.8 and

2.8 mm. The fibers were cut to a length of 13.5 cm. For catalyst support preparation,

γ–Al2O3 (Alfa Aesar, 3 micron APS Powder), MilliQ-water, polyvinyl alcohol (PVA;

Sigma-Aldrich, 87-89% hydrolyzed) and acetic acid (Merck) were used as received. For

catalyst precursor solution, Palladium(II) 2,4-pentanedione ((Pd(acac)2; Alfa Aesar,

34.7%)) and toluene (Merck) were used. Perfluorinated octyltrichlorosilane (FOTS;

Aldrich, 97%) was used for the surface modification step. For the catalytic model

reaction, sodium nitrite (NaNO2, Merck) was used as reactant.
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3.2.1.2 Reactor preparation

The reactor preparation consists of catalyst support coating, catalyst (palladium)

deposition and surface modification steps, which were modified from our Chapter 2

for this study. These preparation steps were carried out identically for the hollow

fibers with 0.8 and 2.8 mm inner diameters.

For the coating of the catalyst support layer, three different aqueous γ–Al2O3

suspensions were prepared. The recipes of the suspensions were adapted from a

standard recipe of Zapf et al.28 and Yeong et al.17. Each suspension consisted of 75

g water, 5 g PVA and 1 g acetic acid and γ–Al2O3 (20 g (Susp. 1), 10 g (Susp. 2), 5

g (Susp. 3)).

The coating procedure is illustrated in Figure 3.2. A glass vessel was filled with the

corresponding γ–Al2O3 suspension and connected to the ceramic (α–Al2O3) hollow

fibers by plastic tubing. With this communicating vessel system (adapted from Luiten

Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of the coating procedure of the γ–Al2O3 layer
(catalyst support): Various suspension compositions were used to vary the catalyst
support thickness inside porous α–Al2O3 hollow fibers with inner diameters of 0.8
and 2.8 mm.
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et al.29) the position and the vertical velocity of the glass vessel were controlled by a

motor driven stage. The filling/emptying speed of the hollow fiber with the suspension

was 0.3 cm/s. After this step, the samples were dried at 50◦C in a vertical position

for ∼1.5 h and calcined at 600◦C for 2 h.

Hollow fibers with an inner diameter (ID) of 2.8 mm were coated with Suspensions

1, 2 and 3 and they were labeled as Sample 1, Sample 2 and Sample 3, respectively.

The hollow fiber with ID of 0.8 mm was coated with Suspension 1 and labeled as

Sample 4 (Table 3.1).

For the catalyst (palladium) deposition (as described in Chapter 2), the γ–Al2O3

coated samples were immersed into a palladium (Pd) precursor solution consisting of

Pd(acac)2 in toluene for 24 h and dried at 50◦C overnight. Following, calcination in

O2 and reduction in H2 atmosphere were carried out at 250◦C.

For the surface modification (hydrophobization) step, we deposited FOTS selectively

on the Pd loaded samples, in order to ensure that only the α–Al2O3 became

hydrophobic and the catalyst support γ–Al2O3 remained hydrophilic. The ends of the

samples were sealed and a gas phase deposition of FOTS was performed, as described

in Chapter 2.

3.2.1.3 Reactor characterization

The thickness of the resulting γ–Al2O3 layer was determined by Scanning Electron

Microscopy (SEM; JEOL TSM 5600). The weight increase of the samples after the

coating with the γ–Al2O3 layer was measured with an analytical balance. The active

Pd surface area in the sample was measured by CO-chemisorption (Micromeritics,

ChemiSorb 2750: Pulse Chemisorption system) at room temperature. For the

visualization of the wetting properties, an aqueous dye solution (Phenol Red or

Methylene Blue) was pumped through the modified hollow fiber and then the cross-

sections of the hollow fibers were examined by optical microscopy (Zeiss Axiovert

40).
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Figure 3.3: Schematic representation of the experimental setup and operational
parameters.

3.2.1.4 Reactor operation

The prepared catalytic reactors were tested for the Pd-catalyzed hydrogenation of

nitrite (NO2
−). The conversion and reaction rate of NO2

− were the main performance

criteria. The average NO2
− reaction rate per active catalytic (Pd) surface area was

calculated for each sample and used as performance criterion.

Three different solutions of NO2
− with initial concentrations of 10, 50 and 100 mg/l

were prepared as liquid reactants. The flow rates of liquid reactants were 0.1, 0.2

and 0.3 ml/min. Gaseous hydrogen (H2) was flown in the shell side of the reactor

module with a flow rate of 100 ml/min. The NO2
− concentrations at the reactor in-

and outlet were measured by ion chromatography (Dionex ICS 1000).

3.2.2 Results and Discussion

3.2.2.1 Reactor characterization

By applying the above described preparation steps, we obtained reactors with

controllable γ–Al2O3 catalyst support thickness, Pd catalyst surface area and wetting

properties (Figure 3.4). Four samples were prepared for the purpose of this study.

Samples 1, 2 and 3 had an inner diameter (ID) of 2.8 mm and Sample 4 of 0.8 mm.
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Figure 3.4: (a) Porous ceramic reactors with 0.8 and 2.8 mm inner diameters, (b)
Cross-sectional SEM image of a reactor after γ–Al2O3 layer coating, (c) Wetting
properties after the selective surface modification step: Aqueous dye wetted the
hydrophilic γ–Al2O3 layer and not the hydrophobized α–Al2O3 layer.

The results for the γ–Al2O3 layer thickness (δ) and catalyst (Pd) deposition for the

hollow fibers are summarized in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Thicknesses and porosity of the resulting catalyst support layer (γ–Al2O3)
and active Pd surface area on each sample: Sample 1, 2 and 3 (ID=2.8 mm) were
prepared by the use of different suspensions (1, 2, 3) with varying γ–Al2O3 content.
Sample 4 (ID=0.8 mm) was coated with Suspension 1.

Suspension γ-Al2O3 layer Catalyst
Sample γ–Al2O3 content thickness Porosity active Pd-surface

(g/100 g) (µm) (m2/g total sample)
1 20 ∼40 ∼66% ∼13E-03
2 10 ∼20 ∼67% ∼8.4E-03
3 5 ∼8 ∼64% ∼3.8E-03
4 20 ∼60 ∼60% ∼4.5E-03

The thickness of the γ-Al2O3 layer (δ) can be controlled by varying the γ-Al2O3

content in the coating suspension. With increasing γ-Al2O3 thickness (volume) the

deposited amount and active surface area of Pd also increase to a similar extend, as
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characterized by the CO-Chemisorption results. The porosity of the γ-Al2O3 layer

was estimated with the weight increase of the sample and layer thickness and it is

very similar for all of the samples. The BET surface area of the γ-Al2O3 layer was

found to be around 73 m2/g.

It was observed, that the Pd is mainly located in the γ-Al2O3 layer of the reactor. In

Chapter 2, we used the same Pd deposition method and found by energy dispersive

X-Ray (EDX) analysis, that Pd was homogeneously distributed in the γ-Al2O3 layer.

The selective surface modification step was carried out after the Pd deposition and

characterized by using an aqueous dye solution (Figure 3.4.b). The optical microscope

images showed that the solution wetted only the γ-Al2O3 layer, where most of the

catalyst was deposited. On the other hand, the α-Al2O3 layer remained not wetted,

as we also observed in Chapter 2. This hydrophobization step creates a stable G-L

interface by keeping the liquid flow inside the porous reactor channel. In addition,

the selective nature of this surface modification ensures that the reaction takes place

on the entire γ-Al2O3 layer, where most of the Pd catalyst is deposited.

3.2.2.2 Reactor operation

The reactors were tested for different operational parameters: Liquid flow rates (0.1,

0.2, 0.3 ml/min) and initial NO2
− concentrations (10, 50, 100 mg/l). All samples

showed significant activity for the catalytic hydrogenation of NO2
− ions. Results for

the reactors with 2.8 mm inner diameter (Samples 1, 2 and 3 ) are displayed in Figure

3.5.

For all the samples, the NO2
− conversion decreases with increasing flow rate, due to

decreasing residence time. For higher initial concentrations of NO2
−, the conversion

values (in %) decrease compared for the experiments with lower initial concentrations;

however, the absolute amount of converted NO2
− is significantly higher.

The comparison of Samples 1, 2 and 3 shows that with increasing δ (thickness of the

γ-Al2O3 layer) the NO2
− conversion increases; caused by the increased amount of

the deposited Pd (Table 3.1). Nevertheless, the increment in the conversion is not as

significant as in the amount of the Pd loading. Sample 1 has almost 4 times more Pd
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Figure 3.5: Nitrite conversion values for reactors Sample 1 (δ≈40 µm, ID=2.8 mm),
Sample 2 (δ≈20 µm, ID=2.8 mm) and Sample 3 (δ≈8 µm, ID=2.8 mm) as a function
of the liquid flow rate for different initial nitrite concentrations (10, 50 and 100 mg/l).
The lines between data points are only for guiding purposes.

area than Sample 3 (Table 3.1), but the enhancement in the conversion is only 1.2 to

1.7 times for all concentrations and flow rates. The enhancement is more pronounced

for high initial concentrations and liquid flow rates, which is due to a lower conversion

range and therefore differential conditions for these operational parameters.

In order evaluate the efficiency of the deposited catalyst, the samples were compared

for r
′′
, the averaged reaction rate of the NO2

− ions (mmol/min) per active Pd surface

area (m2) for each initial concentration.

Another important aspect for a fair comparison between the samples is the level

of NO2
− conversion, which influences the concentration profile in the liquid bulk

(differential or integral conditions). We must make sure that each reactor is evaluated

for the same level of NO2
− conversion. For that purpose, we manually interpolated

(from Figure 3.5) the conversion values of Sample 1 for the L-Flow rate of 0.3 ml/min
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Figure 3.6: Influence of the γ-Al2O3 layer thickness (δ) on the reactor performance:
r
′′

is NO2
− averaged reaction rate per active Pd surface in the reactors for each initial

concentration (10, 50 and 100 mg/l) for identical NO2
− conversions (31%, 15% and

10%, respectively), interpolated from Figure 3.5.

for each initial concentration (31% for 10 mg/l, 15% for 50 mg/l and 10% for 100

mg/l). With the interpolation, we obtained the corresponding liquid flow rates for

each sample for these conversion values and calculated average reaction rate per active

Pd surface area (r
′′
) for the corresponding condition (Figure 3.6).

The r
′′

values are displayed in Figure 3.6. As can be seen, Sample 3 with the

thinnest γ-Al2O3 coating has the highest palladium (Pd) turn-over-frequencies for

each concentration.

The catalyst efficiency for each of these reactors can be estimated by calculating the

Thiele moduli and internal effectiveness factors for each γ-Al2O3 layer thickness (δx).

Thiele modulus (φx) is a measure of the ratio of the surface reaction rate to the

reactant diffusion rate through a catalyst pellet30.

φx = δx ·

√
k · S′′′c,x

Deff
(3.3)
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In Equation 3.3, δx represents the thickness of the diffusion path (catalyst support),

k the intrinsic rate constant, S
′′′

c,x surface area of catalyst per support volume and

Deff the effective diffusivity of the reactant in the porous catalyst support1,30.

The internal effectiveness factor (ηx) indicates the importance of diffusion and reaction

limitations for a support thickness. It is the ratio of observed overall reaction rate to

the reaction rate that can be achieved by exposing the entire interior catalyst surface

to the external pellet surface conditions30. For a flat geometry (catalyst slab), this

ratio can be estimated from the Thiele modulus (φx) as follows31,32:

ηx =
tanh(φx)

φx
(3.4)

As shown in Table 3.1, the γ-Al2O3 layers for Samples 1, 2 and 3 exhibit similar

internal characteristics (porosity- see Table 3.1.), therefore we assume that Deff

(Equation 3.3) is the same for each reactor. Since k value is constant (intrinsic)

for nitrite hydrogenation reaction, we can assume that the Thiele modulus for our

samples scales with the layer thickness and the catalytic surface area: φ1/(δ1·
√

S
′′′

c,1) =

φ2/(δ2 ·
√

S
′′′

c,2) = φ3/(δ3 ·
√

S
′′′

c,3). Furthermore, the ratio of the effectiveness

factors can be estimated with observed reaction rates per surface area of catalyst

(r
′′
) for each sample: η1/r

′′

1 = η2/r
′′

2 = η3/r
′′

3
30. By using these ratios of the

Thiele moduli and effectiveness factors together with Equations 3.3 and 3.4, we can

calculate the Thiele modulus for each sample (Equation 3.5- as an example). In

these calculations, r
′′

values for the initial nitrite concentration of 100 mg/l and 10%

conversion (interpolated) were used.

η1

η2
=

r
′′

2

r
′′
1

=
tanh(φ1)/φ1

tanh(φ2)/φ2
=

tanh(φ1)/φ1

tanh(
φ1·(δ2·

√
S
′′′
c,2)

δ1·
√

S
′′′
c,1

)/(
φ1·(δ2·

√
S
′′′
c,2)

δ1·
√

S
′′′
c,1

)

(3.5)

Solving Equation 3.5 for Samples 1, 2 and 3, we find φ1(40 µm)≈2.5±1.0, φ2(20

µm)≈1.4±0.6, φ3(8 µm)≈0.6±0.2. The obtained value for φ2(20 µm) is in good
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agreement with values reported by Chinthaginjala et al.26 (1.12 for a 20 µm particle

size γ-Al2O3 pellet). The effectiveness factors, η1, η2 and η3 are 0.4±0.2, 0.6±0.2 and

0.9±0.07, respectively.

From the obtained Thiele moduli (φ), we can have a closer look at the corresponding

concentration profiles (Figure 3.7). These profiles can be obtained by solving the

mass balance for diffusion and reaction in a flat plate catalyst pellet:

∂2c

∂x2
− φ2

δ2
· c = 0 (3.6)

where c is the reactant concentration, x is the distance into the catalyst layer and

δ the total catalyst layer thickness. Solving this differential equation provides the

concentration profiles inside the catalyst layer for a given value of φ. In Figure

3.7, the normalized concentration profiles along the catalyst support are presented

for the obtained Thiele moduli of Samples 1, 2 and 3. For the thinnest catalyst

Figure 3.7: Normalized reactant concentration profiles (c normalized to surface
concentration cs) along the catalyst support (x normalized to support thickness δ)
for various Thiele moduli(φ).
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layer, the modulus of 0.6 (φ3) results in the highest concentration values throughout

the catalyst support layer and hence the highest efficiency. A higher modulus, such

as 2.5 (φ1) for the thickest catalyst support layer, results in relatively low reactant

concentrations throughout a large portion of that layer. These results show that the

catalytic activity is significantly affected by the γ-Al2O3 support thickness (δ) and

internal mass transfer limitations. This influence is pronounced especially for a γ-

Al2O3 catalyst support because of its small pore size (∼20 nm17) and high tortuosity

(∼433).

In order to study the influence of the inner diameter to the reactor productivity, the

performances of Sample 1 (ID = 2.8 mm, δ≈40 µm) and Sample 4 (ID = 0.8 mm,

δ≈60 µm) are compared. These two samples are chosen for this comparison because

of the comparable catalyst support thickness (δ).

Figure 3.8.a shows that with Sample 4 (ID = 0.8 mm) lower conversion values were

obtained than with Sample 1 (ID = 2.8 mm) for the same liquid flow rates. However,

Sample 1 has a reactor volume of 0.83 ml, while Sample 4 only has 0.07 ml, which

means that for the same flow rates the liquid reactant has 12.3 times higher residence

time in Sample 1.

In order carry out a comparison between the two reactors, the nitrite reaction rate per

active Pd surface area, r
′′
, was calculated (Figure 3.8.b). We compared the reactors

for the liquid flow rates, for which they show similar conversion levels (Sample 1 : 0.3

ml/min, Sample 4 : 0.1 ml/min) at each initial concentration (indicated by dotted lines

in Figure 3.8.a). In this way, the reactor can be evaluated at similar concentration

conditions (under differential or integral conditions).

Figure 3.8.b shows that higher reaction rates per catalytic surface area were achieved

with the miniaturized dimensions. Sample 4 (ID = 0.8 mm) showed to have higher

efficiency per active Pd surface area than Sample 1 (ID = 2.8 mm) at each initial

concentration.

The kinetics of Pd-catalyzed hydrogenation of nitrite as a surface reaction can be

described by a Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism (Equation 3.7). Matatov-Meytal

et al.34 and Pintar et al.35 also suggested similar mechanism for this reaction.
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Figure 3.8: Effect of the reactor inner diameter (characteristic length) on the
performance of the ceramic membrane microreactor: (a) NO2

− conversion values
for Sample 1 and 4 at various initial concentration and liquid flow rates (dotted
lines indicate similar conversion values of the reactors at different flow rates for each
concentration), (b) Average NO2

− reaction rate per active Pd surface in the reactors
(for the indicated operating conditions in Figure 3.8.a.)
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r
′′′

x =
d(cNO−2

)

d(t)
=

kapp ·K · cNO−2

1 + K · cNO−2

(3.7)

where r
′′′

x is the average rate of NO2
− reaction per reactor volume, cNO−2

concentration

of NO2
− ions in the water, kapp the apparent reaction rate constant, K the adsorption

coefficient of NO2
−. In our case, we did not include the gaseous reactant hydrogen

(H2) term in the reaction mechanism because of its efficient (non-limiting) transport

to the reaction zone. For the identical reactor design, in Chapter 2 we did not observe

any significant influence of the H2 concentration to the reactor performance.

As demonstrated by Gorges et al.36, kapp and K values can be determined with the

linearization of Equation 3.7.

1

r′′′x
=

1

kapp
+

1

kapp ·K · cNO−2

(3.8)

The observed NO2
− reaction rates are shown as a function of nitrite concentrations

in the double-reciprocal plot (Figure 3.9). We used the average value of the initial

and final NO2
− concentrations for cNO−2

. From this linear relationship, kapp values

of 0.1 (ID=2.8 mm) and 0.3 mmol/l.min (ID=0.8 mm) and K values of 1.9±0.4 and

2.3±0.5 l/mmol were obtained. The kapp (apparent rate constant) values depend

strongly on the experimental conditions36 and in our case, they considerably differ

for each reactor, since the mass transfer properties do vary due to the different internal

diameters. On the other hand, the K (adsorption coefficient of NO2
− on Pd/Al2O3)

values were in good agreement for both reactors. According to our best knowledge,

a Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism was previously not applied on a similar system

(NO2
− on Pd/Al2O3), therefore these values cannot be directly compared to literature

values.

The higher productivity values and higher reaction rate constants of the miniaturized

reactor (Sample 4 ) can be explained by its higher surface to volume ratio, which

leads to enhanced mass transfer characteristics compared to in Sample 1. Due to
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Figure 3.9: Reaction rate (per volume) as a function of the nitrite concentration:
Double-reciprocal plot to determine kapp (apparent rate constant) and K (adsorption
coefficient) from Equations 3.7 and 3.8. cNO−2

is the average value of the initial and

final NO2
− concentrations. Error bars indicate the initial and final concentrations for

each experiment.

the laminar flow profile (low flow rates) in our reactor channels, diffusion is the

dominant mechanism for mass transport in the radial direction. The slow nature

of the diffusion process in the liquid phase usually leads to mass transfer limitations

in membrane reactors8. By decreasing the characteristic dimension, the diffusion

path of the reactant in the liquid bulk to the reactor wall is reduced, which results in

improved mass transfer characteristics for Sample 4.

The results in this study indicate some limitations and possible improvement

strategies in our membrane reactor concept. The availability of the solid catalyst

at G-L interface, needs to be improved e.g. (a) by decreasing the catalyst support

thickness (as proven in this work), (b) by integrating catalyst supports with higher

pore volumes and lower tortuosity (e.g. carbon nanofibers26), (c) by applying other

catalyst deposition strategies for higher dispersion of the catalyst. Furthermore,
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external mass transfer limitations cannot be neglected due to the laminar flow profile.

As this study showed, it can be reduced by simply decreasing the characteristic

dimension (hydraulic diameter) of the reactor channel, evidently paying a pressure

drop penalty. Other potential strategies would be the use of active (external energy

input8) or passive mixing (restructuring the flow13,37) techniques in order to improve

the external mass transfer. Next section describes another possible technique to

transport enhancement inside these microchannels; integration of slug flow (passive

mixing).

3.3 Slug flow in porous membrane reactors: An

experimental study

As already mentioned in the previous sections, membrane reactors with large

characteristic length (inner diameter), typically suffer from mass transfer limitations

in G-L-S reactions. This is due to the laminar flow; radial diffusion is the dominant

mechanism for the transport of the reactant from liquid bulk to the reactor wall.

To suppress these limitations, in the previous section (3.2), the miniaturization

of the channel diameter was applied, which improved the external mass transfer

characteristics in the reactor. In this section, we propose integrated slug-flow (inert) in

the membrane reactor channel, in order to enhance mixing and mass transfer (Figure

3.10).

Figure 3.10: Slug flow in a membrane reactor for G-L-S reactions.
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Slug flow (Taylor-flow) is a favorable pattern for microreactors. With this flow

pattern, torroidal vortices are formed in the liquid slugs between the bubbles (see

Figure 1.4), which improves mixing in the microchannel. In microfluidics, slug flow

patterns are used for enhancement of transport, i.e. for biosensors38, but more

commonly in G-L(-S) chemistry it is used as a source for the gaseous reactant (disperse

phase microreactors)20,21,24.

With the present study, we aim to merge the advantages of the dispersed phase

microreactors (slug flow pattern) with the advantages of the membrane reactors.

Taylor-flow is obtained in the reactor channel using inert gas bubbles (air), while

the gaseous reactant is supplied through the porous membrane wall directly to the

reaction zone.

3.3.1 Experimental

3.3.1.1 Reactor preparation

The prepared tubular reactor had an inner diameter of 2.8 mm and a length 13.5

cm. For the reactor preparation, same materials were used and same preparation

methods (γ-Al2O3 catalyst support coating, palladium catalyst deposition and

selective hydrophobization) were carried out as in Section 3.2.

3.3.1.2 Reactor operation

In this experimental study two operation modes were carried out (Figure 3.11):

Continuous Flow and Inert Slug Flow.

In both operation modes, the liquid phase consisted of an aqueous nitrite (NO2
−)

solution (50 mg/l). Liquid flow rates were 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 ml/min. The gaseous

reactant hydrogen (H2) was fed to the shell side of the porous membrane reactor,

as demonstrated in Figure 3.11. In the Continuous Flow operation mode (standard

membrane reactor operation as in Section 3.2), only liquid reactant was flown in the

tube side of the reactor. In the Inert Slug Flow operation mode, an inert gas phase

was dispersed in the liquid phase and the created slug flow was fed to the tube side
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Figure 3.11: Reactor operation modes: (top) Continuous Flow, (bottom) Inert Slug
Flow.

of the reactor. The same reactor (prepared as decribed in Section 3.2) was used for

both operation modes.

In order to create the slug flow, the liquid phase and the inert gas phase were fed to

a y-mixer by using two separate syringes. The inert gas phase consisted of air at a

gas/liquid flow ratio of 1/1 for all the experiments.

The product at the reactor outlet was collected in a reservoir and injected manually

to an ion chromatograph (Dionex ICS 1000) for analysis.

3.3.1.3 Results and Discussion

Figure 3.12 shows the nitrite (NO2
−) conversion values for Continuous and Inert Slug

Flow modes for three different liquid flow rates. We must remark that in the Inert

Slug Flow mode the inert gas/liquid flow rate was 1/1. This means that the residence

time of the NO2
− reactant in this operation mode was half the residence time of it in

Continuous mode.

As can be seen from Figure 3.12, the NO2
− conversion values are significantly higher

in the Inert Slug Flow mode for each flow rate. The comparable conversion values

for 0.1 ml/min Continuous Flow and 0.2 ml/min Inert Slug Flow show that for these

operation conditions the slug flow induced mixing enhances the reactor performance

by ∼2 times. In addition, since the residence time of the Inert Slug Flow was half

of the Continuous Flow, the conversion enhancement can be considered as ∼4 times

higher for the Inert Slug Flow.
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Figure 3.12: Reactor performances for Continuous Flow and Inert Slug Flow
operation modes: NO2

− conversion as a function of liquid flow rate (Initial NO2
−

concentration=50 mg/l).

These results clearly demonstrate the benefits of introducing slug flow (even inert) in

a membrane reactor. The slug flow improves external mass transfer properties in the

liquid phase, which is a major drawback for membrane reactors.

3.4 Conclusions

In this work, we studied the influence of geometrical and operational parameters on

the performance of ceramic (Al2O3) membrane microreactors in gas-liquid-solid (G-

L-S) reactions. These reactors are beneficial for multiphase reactions because of their

well-controlled and stabilized G-L-S interface.

We prepared porous tubular membrane reactors by integrating a γ–Al2O3 layer

as catalyst support, depositing palladium (Pd) catalyst and performing a selective

hydrophobization technique. We obtained reactors with various inner diameters,

controllable catalyst support thickness and active Pd surface area, and tunable

wetting properties. The prepared catalytic reactors were tested with the Pd-catalyzed

hydrogenation of nitrite as a model reaction for different operational parameters
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(liquid flow rate and initial concentration).

Section 3.2 shows that the NO2
− conversion rates per active catalyst surface area

were significantly higher for thinner catalyst support coatings. The results indicated

that with the increasing thickness of the γ–Al2O3 catalyst support the reactors suffer

from internal mass transfer limitations, which is due to the small pore sizes and high

tortuosity of γ–Al2O3. Furthermore, reactors with smaller inner diameter (0.8 mm)

showed higher NO2
− conversion rates per active Pd surface than the ones with bigger

inner diameter (2.8 mm). This shows that the miniaturization of the characteristic

length and therefore the diffusion path in the liquid phase enhances the performance

in these reactors thanks to the improved external mass transfer properties.

Section 3.3 describes the integration of slug flow in a membrane reactor for a G-

L-S reaction. This design merges the advantages of dispersed phase concept and a

membrane reactor. The results in this study clearly showed that the performance of a

membrane reactor can be significantly improved by integrating slug flow (Taylor-flow)

in the reactor channel. With the combination of these concepts, the slug flow improves

the mixing in the liquid phase, while the gaseous reactant is very efficiently supplied to

the reaction zone thanks to the porous membrane, thereby avoiding possible depletion.

The combination of membrane and microreactor technology has an interesting

potential for G-L-S reactions. The miniaturization of the membrane reactors is an

easy approach to reduce the mass transfer limitations in these types of reactors, while

microreactors benefit from well-defined G-L-S interface with membrane technology.
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ABSTRACT

In this study, we report on the fabrication and operation of new hybrid membrane

microreactors for gas-liquid-solid (G-L-S) reactions. The presented reactors consist

of porous stainless steel tubes onto which carbon nanofibers (CNFs) are grown as

catalyst support, all encapsulated by a gas permeable coating. Such reactors benefit

from a controlled G-L-S interface of a membrane reactor and high surface area of

carbon nanofibers as catalyst support. Preparation steps such as porous stainless

steel hollow fiber fabrication, CNF growth on the stainless steel surface, palladium

catalyst immobilization and an outer gas permeable polymeric coating steps are

presented. The fabricated microreactors have high surface area, mechanical strength

and catalytic activity for nitrite reduction in water. Results proved high nitrite

reduction performance of these reactors, even without the presence of palladium

(Pd) or additional hydrogen (H2) supply. Our results suggest intrinsic reductant

properties and catalytic activity of the reactors, which make them very suitable for

hydrogenation reactions.
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4.1 Introduction

Microreactors are miniaturized devices for carrying out chemical reactions, which

in recent years have become favorable for chemical technology due to their small

dimensions (characteristic length). The high surface to volume ratio in these devices

provide them improved heat and mass transfer compared to macro-scale reactors1–5.

In this study, we particularly focus on heterogeneously catalyzed gas-liquid-solid (G-

L-S) reactions in microreactors. Typical reactor designs applied for these reaction

systems are the falling film microreactors4,5, dispersed phase microreactors6, catalyst

trap microreactors7 and mesh microreactors8,9.

Recently, we demonstrated an alternative membrane reactor design for these reactions

in microsystems1. In contrast to most of the other designs, in membrane reactors the

gas and liquid phases are contacted precisely where the solid catalyst is located.

These phases can be independently controlled during the process and the gas-liquid

interface is well-defined and stabilized by the membrane10–12. In Chapters 2 and 3,

we performed the contacting of the gas and liquid reactants using a porous ceramic

(Alumina-Al2O3) membrane, which also acts as support for the solid (S) catalyst.

The stabilization of the G-L-S interface in the porous Al2O3 membrane was obtained

by a selective surface modification technique.

The aim of the present work is to utilize porous metallic materials with carbon

nanofibers (CNFs) as catalyst support for a G-L-S reaction process using a membrane

reactor concept: Porous metallic microreactors (Figure 4.1). Carbon nanofibers

(CNFs) are very promising materials as catalyst support, which is due to their

favorable physical and chemical characteristics. CNFs have a high surface area (>100

m2/g) and large pore volumes (>0.5 cm3/g) leading to low tortuosity and efficient

internal mass transfer. Moreover, CNFs are mechanically strong and chemically

inert13–19.

In our concept (Figure 4.1), the liquid flows in the tube side of the hollow fiber and

the contact between the liquid and gas phases takes place on the porous hollow fiber

(in microscale) where the CNF catalyst support is located. The outer surface of the
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Figure 4.1: Gas-liquid contacting in porous metallic microreactors for multiphase
reactions: Porous stainless steel membrane decorated with carbon nanofibers (CNFs)
as catalyst support. Reactor encapsulated with a selective, gas permeable PDMS
layer.

porous hollow fiber is covered with a dense gas permeable polymeric coating in order

to stabilize the G-L-S interface. In this concept, the gas is continuously supplied to

the reaction zone through the membrane along the whole length of the reactor. The

developed reactor is tested for a model multiphase reaction, the catalytic reduction

of nitrite ions in water.

4.2 Experimental

4.2.1 Materials

Stainless steel powder (316L, Epson Atmix Corporation, D50, particle size = 4.17 µm),

polyethersulfone (PES; Ultrason, 6020P) and N-methylpyrrolidone (NMP; 99,5wt%,

Aldrich) were used for the stainless steel suspension preparation. PES and the

stainless steel powder were dried prior to use. The other chemicals were used without

further treatment. Hydrogen, nitrogen (99.999%, Praxair), and ethylene (99.95%,

Praxair) were used for CNFs formation without further purification. Palladium(II)

2,4-pentanedione (Pd(acac)2; Alfa Aesar, 34.7%) and toluene (Merck) were used for

the catalyst precursor solution. For the PDMS coating a General Electric PDMS RTV

615 kit was used (purchased from Permacol B.V.), which consisted of two components;

a vinyl terminated pre-polymer (RTV-A) and a Pt-catalyzed cross-linker (RTV-B).
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Toluene (Merck) was used as solvent for PDMS.

4.2.2 Reactor preparation

Four different types of samples were prepared: SS (Porous stainless steel hol-

low fibers), SS+CNF (Porous SS hollow fibers with carbon nanofibers (CNF)),

SS+CNF+Pd (Porous SS hollow fibers with CNF and palladium (Pd)), SSH2 (Porous

SS hollow fibers with H2 treatment (725◦C)).

The preparation steps of the all samples are shown in Figure 4.2. All the samples were

coated with PDMS (gas permeable) on the outer surface before operation in nitrite

hydrogenation.

Fabrication of porous metallic hollow fibers: Modified from previous work20, a

stainless steel suspension consisting of 80 wt% stainless steel powder, 5 wt% PES

(binder) and 15 wt% NMP (solvent) was prepared. The prepared suspension was

Figure 4.2: Preparation steps of porous metallic microreactors: Four samples with
various properties (SS, SS+CNF, SS+CNF+Pd and SSH2) represented in cross-
sectional view.
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pressurized in a stainless steel vessel using nitrogen (2 bars) and pressed through a

spinneret with an inner diameter of 0.8 mm and an outer diameter of 2.0 mm, followed

by immersion in a coagulating bath. The air gap was 3 cm and de-ionized water was

pressed through the bore of the spinneret (7 ml/min). The fibers were kept in a water

bath for 1 day for removal of the NMP and consequently dried for 1 day. Finally, the

samples were sintered at 1100◦C for 30 min in N2 atmosphere.

Growth of carbon nanofibers: Catalytic chemical vapor deposition method was used

to grow carbon nanofibers (CNFs) on the surfaces of the porous stainless steel hollow

fibers. The hollow fibers were placed in an in-house built 12 mm inner diameter

quartz reactor. Based on previous work17, the samples were heated up to 725◦C

(heating rate = 7.5◦C/min) in diluted air (9% air and balance N2). The total flow

was always kept at 100 ml/min, unless otherwise mentioned. Next, they were treated

with hydrogen (100%) for 2 h and then in diluted air (9% air and balance N2) for 1

h at the same temperature. Then the temperature in the reactor was decreased to

700◦C with N2. For the growth of the CNFs a gas mixture of hydrogen and ethylene

(C2H4) in N2 was fed to the reactor (25% C2H4, 5% H2 and balance N2) for 2 h with

a total flow of 200 ml/min. After the growth step, the samples were cooled down to

room temperature under N2 flow.

Lastly, an aqueous ultrasound treatment was applied to the samples in order to remove

the loose carbon nanofibers from the metal surface, followed by a drying step under

vacuum at 100◦C overnight.

Catalyst deposition: The porous metallic hollow fiber with carbon nanofibers were

immersed in a precursor solution consisting of 300 mg Pd(acac)2 in 50 ml toluene for

24 h. Consequently, the samples were dried overnight at 50◦C, calcined for 1 h and

reduced for 1 h at 250◦C.

SSH2 sample preparation (H2 treatment): Same procedure was followed as for the

growth of carbon nanofibers, where only the final growth step with the carbon source

ethylene (C2H4) was skipped.

PDMS coating : Adapted from Dutczak et al.21, a PDMS/toluene solution was pre-

crosslinked before the coating procedure. RTV-A and RTV-B components (3.75
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wt% in total) of the PDMS kit were dissolved in toluene and kept at 80◦C for 2

h. Following that, the cross-linking reaction was continued at 60◦C until the viscosity

of the solution reached approximately 100 mPa·s. The viscosity measurements were

carried out at 25◦C with a Brookfield DV-II+ Pro viscometer using a spindle nr-61.

The pre-crosslinked PDMS/toluene solution was coated at the outer surface of the

hollow fiber using an automated set-up with an immersion/pull up velocity of 0.9

cm/s. The hollow fiber samples were dip-coated in the solution with a contact time

of approximately 30 s, as described in detail elsewhere21. One end of the hollow fiber

was sealed by glue prior to the coating step. Finally, the coated hollow fibers were

placed in an oven at 60◦C for 8 h to finalize the crosslinking reaction.

4.2.3 Reactor operation

The prepared reactors were tested for the catalytic reduction of nitrite (NO2
−) ions

in water (Figure 4.3). The conversion of NO2
− ions in water and the formation of

the reaction product ammonia (NH4
+) were measured. An aqueous NO2

− solution

Figure 4.3: Schematic representation of the experimental setup and operational
parameters.
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with initial concentration 50 mg/l was prepared as the liquid reactant and fed to the

microreactor (tube side) with a flow rate of 0.1 ml/min. Hydrogen (H2) or Argon (Ar)

was fed to the shell side of the reactor module (100 ml/min). The NO2
− and NH4

+

concentrations at the reactor in- and outlet were measured by an ion chromatograph

(Dionex ICS 1000).

4.3 Results and Discussion

4.3.1 Reactor characterization

Figure 4.4 shows the cross-section of a sintered porous stainless steel hollow fiber.

The hollow fiber has high mechanical strength together with high porosity. The wall

of the hollow fiber (a) contains thin and long macrovoids. This structure is favorable

for the diffusive transport of the NO2
− reactant (liquid phase) in the porous structure

during the operation, so that the immobilized catalyst is easily accessible for the liquid

reactant. Furthermore, the outer skin of the hollow fiber (b) does not contain macro

voids and presents a smoother and denser structure. This is beneficial for applying a

thin and defect free PDMS layer in the later stage of reactor preparation. The BET

surface area of the porous stainless steel hollow fibers was ∼0.4 m2/g.

As can be seen in Figure 4.5, carbon nanofibers (CNFs) are successfully grown along

the full cross-section of the porous stainless steel hollow fiber. The CNF deposition on

the hollow fibers can be identified both visually and by SEM analysis (Figure 4.5). A

clear difference in morphology can be seen between samples with and without CNFs.

We also observe metal-nano-particles (iron, nickel) on the tip of the grown nanofibers

(tip-growth17,22), as can be seen in Figure 4.6.a.

The weight increase due to the CNF growth was ∼16%. The BET surface area of the

whole sample after the CNF growth was ∼21.3 m2/g, significantly higher than before

the growth. The surface area of only the carbon on the surface was calculated as

∼151 m2/g, which is in the same range with values reported in the literature14,18,19.

The EDX results (not shown here) qualitatively showed carbon content was highest

near the outer skin of the sample, which is most likely because the packing density
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Figure 4.4: Cross-section of the porous stainless steel hollow fiber after the sintering
step: (a) Wall of the hollow fiber with thin macrovoids, (b) Outer skin of the hollow
fiber with a denser structure.

Figure 4.5: Porous stainless steel hollow fibers before (left) and after (right) the
growth of the carbon nanofibers.

of porous stainless steel was higher at the outer skin compared to the inner wall of

the hollow fiber (see Figure 4.4). This may also be caused by the better access of

the hydrocarbon source (ethylene gas) to the outer surface of the porous hollow fiber

during the CNF growth. The adhesion strength of the carbon nanofibers has been
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Figure 4.6: Carbon nanofibers grown on the porous stainless steel surface: (a)
Metal- nano-particles (iron, nickel) on the tip of the grown CNFs, (b) Pd particles
immobilized on the surface of CNFs.

investigated by an aqueous ultrasonic treatment and only a little amount of loose

CNFs was released. No considerable weight loss was measured.

After the catalyst immobilization, the average Pd weight percentage on the sample

was ∼0.1 wt% (measured by XRF). The immobilized Pd particles on the CNFs are

displayed in Figure 4.6.b. Unfortunately, the Pd distribution along the cross-section

of the hollow fiber could not be characterized by the EDX measurements due to the

excessive amount of carbon on the stainless steel surface.

Each sample was coated with a selective PDMS layer before the operation. The

thickness of the PDMS coating was ∼20 µm and was able to keep the liquid inside

the microchannel at our operation conditions.

4.3.2 Reactor operation

Catalytic reduction (hydrogenation) of nitrite (NO2
−) is chosen as a model reaction

to test the developed microreactors. Hydrogenation of NO2
− is known to be a fast

reaction that induces mass transfer limitations. In addition, NO2
− is a harmful

compound for human health and removal of NO2
− ions from water is environmentally

relevant due to its increased amount in ground waters. During the catalytic reduction,

NO2
− is converted to nitrogen (N2) and the undesired product ammonia (NH4

+). The

Pd-catalyzed hydrogenation of nitrite in the presence of hydrogen gas (H2) typically

takes place as follows1,15,16,23,24.
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2NO−2 + 3H2
Pd→ N2 + 2OH− + 2H2O (4.1)

2NO−2 + 6H2
Pd→ 2NH+

4 + 4OH− (4.2)

In the present study, the conversion of NO2
− and the formation of NH4

+ are measured

to characterize the performance of our reactors. Our main performance criterion in

this model reaction is the NO2
− conversion. The concentration of NH4

+ is only

measured to confirm the NO2
− reduction process.

Figure 4.7 shows an overview of the NO2
− conversion results for the prepared reactors

SS (stainless steel), SS+CNF (stainless steel + carbon nanofibers) and SS+CNF+Pd

(stainless steel + carbon nanofibers + palladium) with the supply of H2 as gaseous

reactant or argon (Ar) as inert gas to the shell side of the membrane reactor.

Figure 4.7: Nitrite reduction performances (liquid flow rate= 0.1 ml/min, initial
nitrite concentration= 50 mg/l) of the prepared microreactors: SS (stainless steel),
SS+CNF (stainless steel with carbon nanofibers), SS+CNF+Pd (stainless steel with
carbon nanofibers and palladium catalyst).
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Results demonstrate that the reactor SS+CNF+Pd shows the highest nitrite reduc-

tion performance. The SS reactor shows no considerable activity for the conversion of

NO2
−. On the other hand, with the SS+CNF reactor almost 20% of the NO2

− ions

in the initial reaction solution is reduced, even though no Pd catalyst is present in the

reactor, which will be discussed later. For the SS+CNF and SS+CNF+Pd reactors

formation of the reaction product ammonia (NH4
+) was observed. The selectivity

values to NH4
+ under H2 supply were ∼49% (SS+CNF ) and ∼67% (SS+CNF+Pd).

The NH4
+ production with the SS reactor was negligible.

An extraordinary result is that the reaction was also taking place even without the

supply of the reactant gas H2 to the reactor (Figure 4.7- Ar supply). Both SS+CNF

and SS+CNF+Pd reactors converted significant amounts of NO2
− and formed NH4

+.

Figure 4.8: Effect of the gas phase composition on the performance of SS+CNF+Pd
reactor (stainless steel with carbon nanofibers and palladium catalyst): c(NO2

−),
c(NH4

+)= Concentrations of nitrite (reactant) and ammonia (reaction product) at
the reactor outlet. (Liquid flow rate= 0.1 ml/min, initial nitrite concentration= 50
mg/l).
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Experiments show that for the SS+CNF reactor the conversion of NO2
− and the

formation of NH4
+ are comparable for the experiments with and without H2 supply.

The only considerable contribution of the H2 supply on the reactor performance

is observed for the reactor SS+CNF+Pd, which is due to the presence of Pd as

hydrogenation catalyst (Figure 4.8).

Figure 4.8 displays the changes in concentration of NO2
− and NH4

+ at the reactor

outlet with and without H2 supply during the operation. At the initial stage of

the experiment (1), the reaction proceeds under inert argon (Ar) flow in the gas

side, resulting in a NO2
− conversion of ∼25%. When the gas phase composition is

switched to pure H2 (2), the final NO2
− concentration decreases indicating a higher

NO2
− conversion of ∼30%. Moreover, the concentration of NH4

+ increases. At the

final stage of the experiment (3), when the H2 gas is substituted again with Ar, the

outlet concentrations of NO2
− and NH4

+ reach the same values as the initial stage

of the experiment.

In all of our reactors, SS, SS+CNF and SS+CNF+Pd, a decrease in the NO2
−

concentration and a simultaneous increase in the NH4
+ concentration is observed.

However, the reactors show significantly different NO2
− conversion rates (ξ), as ξ(SS )

<< ξ (SS+CNF ) < ξ(SS+CNF+Pd) . Interestingly, the reaction also proceeds

in the absence of external hydrogen supply, as shown in Figure 4.7. Additionally,

in reactor SS+CNF no Pd catalyst is present, but the NO2
− conversion still

proceeds drastically, even at lower rates compared to the SS+CNF+Pd reactor. The

remarkable performance of our reactors in the absence of hydrogen gas or Pd catalyst

is discussed in the next paragraphs.

Firstly, during the growth of CNFs the porous stainless steel fibers were exposed to

H2 gas for more than 1 h at elevated temperatures (T≥700◦C). This method of CNF

growth may be responsible for the storage of hydrogen inside the metal bulk of our

microreactors. It is well known that some metals and metal alloys, when exposed

to hydrogen gas, form metal hydrides and store significant amounts of hydrogen.

The formation of the hydrides takes place by adsorption of hydrogen on the metal

surface and formation of a solid hydrogen solution phase in the metal, followed by
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the growth of the metal hydride phase25–27. In our case, the stainless steel contains

large amounts of Fe, Ni and Cr. The hydrides of these metal mixtures may form as a

result of the exposure to hydrogen gas at high temperatures. Later, during the NO2
−

conversion reaction, these metal hydrides may act as an additional source of hydrogen

and release their stored hydrogen into the reaction medium. Previous studies show

that the metal hydrides act both as a catalyst and as a hydrogen source. Snijder et

al.28, in their cyclohexene hydrogenation reaction, observed that the complex metal

hydride (LaNi5−xAlxHn) acted as an additional source of hydrogen.

To understand whether the metal components of our microreactors can act as a

source of hydrogen, we prepared the SSH2 reactor. The SSH2 reactor, similar to

the SS reactor, does not contain any CNFs but involves a pretreatment step under

hydrogen atmosphere at 725◦C. Using the SSH2 reactor, we performed the NO2
−

conversion experiments with and without an external hydrogen gas source. The

observed NO2
− conversion values were small: 3 and 2%, respectively for the cases

with and without external hydrogen supply. Additionally, at the outlet of the SSH2

reactor a considerable amount of NH4
+ concentration (up to 0.2 mg/l) was observed,

which was notably higher than the SS reactor that was prepared with no hydrogen

pretreatment step. These results support the idea that the storage of atomic hydrogen

inside the metal compartments of our microreactors is possible, however the reactor

performance was significantly lower than that of SS+CNF reactors. Obviously, the

presence of CNFs is crucial for the efficiency of our microreactors.

Secondly, carbon nanofibers (CNFs) and carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are known to store

hydrogen via physisorption. Accordingly, the binding energy of hydrogen to these

materials is low and hydrogen storage takes place only under specific conditions, such

as low temperatures and high hydrogen pressures29–32. Since our experiments were

performed at room temperature and under low or no hydrogen gas pressure, we assume

that the amount of physisorbed hydrogen on the CNFs inside our microreactors is very

limited.

Thirdly, the reductive properties of metal particles on the CNFs with high surface

area may be responsible for the NO2
− reduction process. CNFs are known to grow
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catalytically on metal surfaces, particularly on iron (Fe), nickel (Ni) and cobalt

(Co)13–15,22. In this study, the preparation of the porous stainless steel hollow fibers

was carried out with 316L powder, consisting of ∼67% Fe and ∼13% Ni (Epson Atmix

Corporation). These metals promote the CNF growth on the porous stainless steel

surface with the help of a carbon source, in our case ethylene. Typically, the growth

of CNFs occurs by deposition of carbon under these metal growth-catalysts (Fe, Ni).

Therefore, the metal particles are squeezed out of the surface and stay at the tip of

the fibers (tip growth)17,22. Accordingly, in our case, the CNFs do not only support

the Pd catalyst, but also contain other metal-nano-particles (Fe, Ni) in an open and

available form on their surfaces (Figure 4.6.a), although part of the particles may be

encapsulated by carbon.

Among these particles, literature studies show that metallic iron (Fe0) particles act as

a reductant of nitrite (NO2
−) and nitrate (NO3

−) ions in water, where an additional

supply of hydrogen gas is not present33–37. Similarly, iron particles in their oxidized

state (Fe2+) were reported to act as a reducing agent35,36. According to Hu et al.34,

the NO2
− reduction process can occur by the direct reduction on Fe0, or by the

indirect reduction with the hydrogen that is generated from the proton reduction

reaction of Fe0. They showed that the reaction takes place much faster in acidic

conditions, rather than in neutral or alkaline conditions34. In our study, no pH

adjustment was carried out. Similarly, Liang et al.33 used nanoscale Fe0 for the

NO2
− reduction, however they did not observe a dependence on pH of the initial

NO2
− solutions. They suggested the following reduction mechanism for the nitrite

ions in water:

3Fe0 + NO−2 + 8H+ → 3Fe2+ + NH+
4 + 2H2O (4.3)

3Fe0 + 2NO−2 + 8H+ → 3Fe2+ + N2 + 4H2O (4.4)

Fe0 + NO−2 + 6H2O → 3Fe(OH)2 + NH+
4 + 2OH− (4.5)

We observe that the conversion values of our SS+CNF microreactor is significantly
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higher than that of our SS microreactor, revealing that the presence of the CNFs is

very important in the conversion process. The CNFs do not only increase the surface

area, but also increase the availability of metal particles, particularly Fe. The total

amount of Fe within the reactors is approximately 12 mmol (reactor weight without

CNFs = 1 g), while the calculated reduction rate of nitrite using the SS+CNF reactor

is only 2·10−5 mmol/min. Evidently, not all of iron inside our reactors is available for

reaction. Still, even if 1% of the Fe in the reactor is available for the nitrite reduction,

the reactor can be operated for 100 h until this effect will end.

Accordingly, these metal nanoparticles on the tips of the CNFs shall be responsible

for the reduction of NO2
− in our microreactors with H2 supply, noticeably more than

the other factors discussed in here.

4.4 Conclusions

In this study, porous metallic microreactors with carbon nanofibers (CNFs) catalyst

support were developed and applied for catalytic nitrite (NO2
−) reduction in water.

Porous stainless steel (SS) hollow fibers with high porosity and mechanical strength

were fabricated and CNFs with high surface area were successfully grown on the

porous SS surface. For particular samples, also palladium (Pd) catalyst was

immobilized on the CNFs as a hydrogenation catalyst. Finally, all the reactors were

encapsulated with a gas permeable polymeric coating. The fabricated microreactors

showed to have a high surface area, mechanical strength and catalytic activity, which

was tested for the catalytic reduction of nitrite (NO2
−) reaction.

The presence of the CNF on the SS surface had a significant effect on the reactor

performance. Even without the presence of H2 and Pd, the NO2
− ions were

successfully reduced, which was confirmed by the disappearance of NO2
− reactant

and formation of ammonia (NH4
+). These results indicate the reductive properties of

the reactor material. We proposed that the reductive properties of iron (Fe) particles,

which are located on the tip of the grown CNFs, shall be responsible for the reduction

of NO2
− without hydrogen supply.
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We also demonstrated that in our Pd-immobilized reactors the NO2
− reduction

proceeds by both catalytic reduction (with Pd and H2) and by the reactor material

itself (i.e., by Fe on CNFs). Eventually, the latter effect will exhaust in time and

the reaction will still proceed with the immobilized Pd-catalyst on the CNFs and the

membrane-assisted supply of H2.

In short, we show that the porous metallic microreactors decorated with carbon

nanofibers are suitable materials for the reduction of nitrite and the reactor design is

very promising for the multiphase microreactor technologies.
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ABSTRACT

In this study, a new membrane microreactor concept for multiphase photocatalytic

reactions is demonstrated. Microfabrication, photocatalyst immobilization and

surface modification steps were performed to develop a Porous Photocatalytic

Membrane Microreactor (P2M2). This concept benefits from a stable gas-liquid-

solid (G-L-S) interface allowing a continuous supply of gaseous reactants and a

reduced light path. A surface modification technique was devised to alter the

wetting conditions of the reactor wall. Through a complete hydrophobization and

a selective hydrophilization step by use of UV-light, we obtained a hydrophobic

porous membrane support with hydrophilic photocatalytic microchannels. The

photocatalytic degradations of methylene blue and phenol were used as model

reactions to test the device, demonstrating significant degradation performance. We

further demonstrated the effect of additional oxygen supply to the performance of the

reactor for both reaction systems.
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5.1 Introduction

Microreactors provide high surface to volume ratio, which leads to enhanced heat and

mass transfer in these devices. Additionally, due to their miniaturized dimensions they

facilitate safer operations, occupy small space and create less waste. These properties

make them superior for many applications (e.g. in heterogeneous catalysis) and open

new routes for chemical technology1–5.

In recent years, microreactors also became attractive for photochemistry and

photocatalytic processes6–9. Their high surface to volume ratio reduces mass

transfer limitations, such that they overcome the setback of the low surface area

of the immobilized macroscale wall reactors for photocatalysis8,10. Moreover, the

miniaturized dimensions in the microreactors provide a reduced path for the light

decreasing photon transfer limitations and lead to high illumination homogeneity

along the reactor6,8.

Many of the already existing concepts from microreaction technology have been

adapted for photochemical and photocatalytic gas-liquid (G-L) and gas-liquid-solid

(G-L-S) reactions. A remarkable reactor design for these purposes is the commercially

available falling film microreactors utilized in G-L reactions6. In these reactors, a

thin falling liquid film flows by gravitational force along a microstructured surface

while it is illuminated by UV light and exposed to the co-flowing gas. Jähnisch et

al.11,12 applied falling film microreactors for photooxidation and photochlorination

reactions, in which the liquid reactant was saturated with the gaseous reactant in this

continuous manner. These reactors are well-suited for G-L photochemical reactions.

However, for photocatalytic G-L-S reactions these reactors can suffer from mass

transfer limitations, as the gas has to diffuse through the liquid film to reach an

immobilized solid catalyst on the microstructured surface.

Another possible microreactor type for the application of photocatalysis is the

dispersed phase microreactors. In these reactors the gaseous reactant is dispersed

in the liquid phase (e.g. slug flow, annular flow) flowing in the microchannel. The

dispersed phase microreactors benefit from enhanced mixing (mass transfer) in the
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liquid slugs inside the microchannel13,14. Lindstrom et al.14 integrated slug flow and

Matsushita et al.15,16 investigated annular flow in microreactors for photocatalytic

model reactions and they showed significant improvement in the performance of

their microreactors, compared to single phase operation. For applications in which

long microchannels are required, dispersed phase operation can result in depletion of

gaseous reactants due to its consumption by the reaction17. In addition, the presence

of gas bubbles in microchannels decreases the residence time of the liquid reactant in

the reactor.

The aim of this study is to demonstrate a new concept for multiphase (G-L-

S) photocatalytic reactions inside microreactors: Porous Photocatalytic Membrane

Microreactor (P2M2). In this concept, the contacting of the G-L-S phases is

established using membrane technology. The liquid flows inside microchannels

(fabricated in porous Aluminium oxide: α-Al2O3), where the photocatalyst (Titanium

dioxide: TiO2) is immobilized on the channel wall (Figure 5.1). The gas permeates

through the porous wall of the membrane reaching the liquid that is flowing inside

the microchannel. The microchannels are illuminated from the top by UV-light to

stimulate the photocatalytic reaction.

This reactor design ensures that the liquid (L) - gas (G) interface is located at the

solid (S) photocatalyst surface. We obtain this stable G-L-S interface by selective

Figure 5.1: Contacting concept of Porous Photocatalytic Membrane Microreactor
(P2M2).
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surface modification steps (hydrophobization and selective hydrophilization) of the

intrinsically hydrophilic porous reactor materials. Photocatalytic degradations of

methylene blue and phenol on TiO2 catalyst were selected as model reactions in

this work, in order to study the performance of the microreactor and the influence

of oxygen (O2) in these processes. The presence of O2 is known to improve

photocatalytic degradation of organic compounds14–16,18. The reactor concept

presented in this study offers continuous supply of O2 to the entire photocatalytic

microreactor, avoiding its depletion due to consumption.

5.2 Experimental

5.2.1 Materials

Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA; Aldrich, Mowiol 8-88), MilliQ water, aluminum oxide (α-

Al2O3; AKP-30, Sumitomo Chemical), nitric acid (HNO3, Sigma Aldrich, puriss,

65%) were used for the fabrication of the porous α-Al2O3 substrates. For the

preparation of the photocatalyst coating, titanium dioxide (TiO2; Evonik, Aeroxide

P25, 99.5%), PVA (Aldrich, MW=13000-23000 g/mol, 87-89%), acetic acid (Merck),

2-Propanol (Merck) were used. Perfluorinated octyltrichlorosilane (FOTS; Aldrich,

97%) and n-hexane (Merck) were used as received for the surface modification step.

Methylene blue hydrate (MB; Fluka, purum p.a.) and phenol (Sigma Aldrich) were

used as model degradation compounds in this study.

5.2.2 Reactor preparation

The preparation of the Porous Photocatalytic Membrane Reactor (P2M2) consists

of 5 main stages (Figure 5.2): 1) Porous α-Al2O3 substrate fabrication, 2) Micro-

fabrication, 3) Photocatalyst immobilization, 4) Surface modification (a- Complete

Hydrophobization, b- Selective Hydrophilization), 5) Module assembly.

1) Porous α-Al2O3 substrates: These were prepared using an α-Al2O3 (AKP-30)

suspension and colloidal filtration technique, as described elsewhere19, resulting in

circular supports with an average pore diameter of 80 nm and a porosity of 35%.
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Figure 5.2: Summary of P2M2 preparation steps: The illustrations represent the
cross-section after each preparation step.

After the sintering step (1100◦C), the substrates were cut and polished to reach a

diameter of 39 mm and a thickness of 2 mm.

2) Microfabrication: Substrates were fixed on a glass plate and 1 mm wide channels

with a depth of 500 µm were milled in the flat α-Al2O3 substrates using a Sherline

5410 automated CNC-mill and a double cutter of 1 mm diameter. The channel length

was 65 mm and the volume ∼32.5 µl.

3) Photocatalyst immobilization: A TiO2 suspension consisting of 1 g TiO2, 1 g

PVA, 50 ml 2-propanol and 50 ml H2O was prepared. The pH was adjusted to

∼2 by adding 5 g of acetic acid (CH3COOH). The suspension was applied in the

microchannels with a pipette. The excess suspension around the microchannels was

wiped off with a tissue paper. The substrate was dried at 50◦C and sintered at

500◦C for 2 h. Subsequently, the substrate surface was polished to remove the excess

TiO2 outside the microchannels. The morphology of the immobilized TiO2 catalyst

was characterized by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM; JEOL TSM 5600). The

BET surface area of the TiO2 layer was measured using N2-adsorption (Micromeritics

Tristar).
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4) Surface modification: For complete hydrophobization (α- Al2O3 and TiO2), the

samples were immersed in a solution containing 0.2 g of FOTS in 50 ml n-hexane. The

substrate was kept in the solution for 1 h, taken out of the solution and then placed

in the oven at 100◦C (adapted from Chpater 2). For selective hydrophilization of the

TiO2 photocatalyst layer, the completely hydrophobized sample was exposed to UV-

light. The exposure time was varied in the order of minutes to determine optimum

modification parameters. The surface properties (hydrophobicity) of the porous α-

Al2O3 and TiO2 were characterized by water contact angle measurements (OCA 15

Dataphysics) on each layer. The measurements were performed after the complete

hydrophobization step and also after each UV-exposure time interval. The samples

were rinsed with 2-propanol and then dried after each surface modification stage.

5) Module assembly: The open microchannels on the substrate were covered with a

UV-transparent foil (Hevel). The foil was softened on the top of the substrate with a

heat treatment in the oven at 120◦C for 30 min. After cooling down, the foil attached

to the surface of the substrate. Following that, the reactor was placed in an in-house

built gas-tight module (PMMA, prepared by CNC Milling), which was connected to

the light-guides of the UV-light source (Figure 5.3).

5.2.3 Reactor operation

Aqueous solutions of methylene blue (∼70 µM) and phenol (∼1 mM) were prepared

as liquid reactants. The liquid reactant solutions were pumped to the microreactor

with flow rates of 10, 30 and 50 µl/min using a syringe pump (Harvard, Picoplus).

Oxygen (O2), air or nitrogen (N2) was fed as gaseous reactant to the gas reservoir of

the module (25 ml/min, atmospheric pressure).

The methylene blue (MB) concentration at the reactor inlet and outlet was determined

by light absorbance measurements using an online UV-Vis Detector (Varian, Prostar

340) with a tungsten lamp (380-800 nm) at a fixed wavelength. The wavelength (λ)

was set to 663 nm (maximum absorption of MB) and calibration was carried out for

different concentrations of MB solution (from 10 to 100 µM).
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Figure 5.3: Schematic representation of the fabricated PMMA reactor module (Cross-
sectional view).

The photocatalytic degradation of phenol and its products were characterized by

analyzing the UV-VIS Spectrum of the reactor in- and outlet. The reactor outlet

was connected to a micro HPLC flow-through cell (ZEUTEC). The flow-through cell

was attached to a deuterium halogen light source (DT-Mini-2-GS, Mikropack GmbH)

and a high-resolution fiber optic spectrometer (HR4000, Ocean optics Inc.) via two

optical fibers (SR 600 nm, Ocean optics Inc.), as described by Costantini et al.20.

As light source for the photocatalytical reactions, a 120 W UV-lamp (HP-120, Dr.

Gröbel UV-elektronik GmbH) was used. The light was focused on the reactor using

four light-guides. The average measured light intensity (at λ=365 nm) on the reactor

surface was approximately 100 mW/cm2.

5.3 Results and Discussion

5.3.1 Reactor characterization

Figure 5.4 shows a fabricated microchannel in porous α-Al2O3 substrate with the

TiO2 layer inside after the surface modification steps. It was observed that the inner
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Figure 5.4: Home-fabricated porous α-Al2O3 microreactor with immobilized TiO2

and modified surface properties. (a) Visualization of the surface properties after the
selective hydrophilization step, (b) and (c) SEM images of the ceramic membrane after
photocatalyst immobilization: immobilized TiO2 in the porous Al2O3 microchannel.

walls of the microchannel were entirely covered with TiO2 (Figure 5.4.b and 5.4.c).

The BET surface area of the TiO2 layer was found to be approximately 45 m2/g.

With the first surface modification step, the complete sample (α-Al2O3 and TiO2)

was successfully hydrophobized. The contact angles for both layers were around 150◦,

measured on porous α-Al2O3 and TiO2 layers. In Chapter 2, we have shown that

a dense α-Al2O3 layer with FOTS coating reaches a contact angle of approximately

115◦. The surface roughness of the porous layers further enhances the hydrophobicity.

This complete hydrophobization step ensures that the liquid does not wet the porous

α-Al2O3 substrate. It also hydrophobizes the TiO2 layer in the microchannel.

The hydrophobicity of the TiO2 layer prevents an intensive contact between this

photocatalyst layer and the liquid reactant, which would limit the reactor perfor-

mance. Therefore, a selective hydrophilization step was carried out by means of UV-
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irradiation. After 1 h of UV-irradiation on the sample, the TiO2 became hydrophilic.

The contact angle of the α-Al2O3 layer remained constant. This method ensures

a stable G-L-S interface in the microreactor on the porous α-Al2O3 hydrophobic

membrane, while providing an intensive contact of the liquid reactant with the

hydrophilic TiO2 photocatalyst inside the microchannel (Figure 5.4.a).

The change in the surface properties of TiO2 in the presence of UV-light was

previously observed and investigated in literature21–25. This phenomenon attracted

much attention; however the understanding of it is still under debate. One of the most

widely accepted hypotheses explains it by the photocatalytic properties of the TiO2

layer. With UV-illumination the hydrocarbons on the surface get photocatalytically

decomposed by TiO2
24,25. Another hypothesis is the structural change of the TiO2

by formation of surface hydroxyl groups under UV-irradiation, which cause the switch

to the hydrophilic state21,23. This hypothesis would be valid for TiO2 films without

an additional hydrocarbon coating. Regardless of the reason for this phenomenon,

the presented method allows us to selectively tune the surface properties in the

microchannel for a porous membrane reactor application in heterogeneous catalysis.

5.3.2 Reactor operation

The photocatalytic properties of P2M2 were tested for the degradations of MB

(C16H18ClN3S) and phenol (C6H5OH) and showed promising degradation properties

with additional O2 supply through the porous membrane. The main performance

criterion was degradation rate for both compounds. The presence of the UV-light,

liquid reactant flow rate and the gas supply through the porous membrane were

studied for these reactions.

Photocatalytic Degradation of Methylene Blue :

Figure 5.5 displays the MB concentration of the outlet flow in time. At the initial stage

of the experiment (1) without the presence of UV-light, MB adsorbs on the surface

of the TiO2 in the microchannel, which leads to a lower MB concentration at the

reactor outlet. After ∼60 min, equilibrium was reached and the UV-light was exposed

to the reactor (2). With the illumination the MB concentration at the reactor outlet
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Figure 5.5: Effect of UV-light on the MB degradation (initial MB concentration=70
µM, liquid flow rate= 50 µl/min, without O2 supply): MB concentrations are based
on absorbance measurements of the reactor outlet at λ= 663 nm.

decreases significantly due to the photocatalytic degradation. The decrease in the

concentration indicated a MB degradation of ∼27% (without additional O2 supply).

At the final stage (3), when the UV-light was turned off, the product concentration

reached the initial MB concentration again.

The degradation of MB was studied for different liquid flow rates with O2 supply. As

expected, with increasing flow rate (10, 30 and 50 µl/min), the degradation of MB

decreased (90%, 55% and 35%) due to the decreasing residence time.

In order to determine the influence of O2 in the MB degradation, tests with and

without additional O2 supply were performed. The conversion with air and pure O2

supply were comparable (Figure 5.6). The results showed that the conversion values

with O2 supply were slightly higher than without O2 supply.

O2 is known to act as an electron acceptor in the photocatalytic degradation, forming

superoxide radicals (O2
−) as an oxidant. Furthermore, the presence of O2 decreases

recombination of the electron (e−) and hole (h+) pairs, which are generated by

the photocatalyst. This also increases the efficiency of the formation of powerful
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Figure 5.6: Effect of O2 supply and liquid flow rate on the MB degradation (initial
MB concentration=70 µM).

oxidants such as hydroxyl radicals14,26,27. Nevertheless, as can be seen in Figure 5.6,

the additional supply of O2 did not affect the degradation rate of methylene blue

drastically. This can be explained by possible mass transfer limitations in the liquid

phase or the low initial concentration (70 µM) of methylene blue, requiring only little

amount of additional O2. Apparently, for our configuration the hydroxyl radicals were

formed fast enough by the UV-irradiation and the contribution of the superoxide free

radicals was smaller.

Wu et al.26 reported that the increase of dissolved O2 concentration in the liquid

reactant did not have an effect on the MB degradation rate in a batch slurry

reactor. On the other hand, Lindstrom et al.14 proved a significant positive effect

of additional O2 supply on the degradation of methylene blue in a microreactor. It

must be noted that in the work of Lindstrom et al.14 O2 bubbles were dispersed

in the liquid microchannel creating slug flow, which would also improve the mass

transfer properties in this channel. In our reactor, the hydrodynamic properties in

the microchannel were identical for the experiments with and without additional O2
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supply, so that merely the impact of O2 in the reaction can be analyzed.

Photocatalytic Degradation of Phenol :

In order to analyze the phenol degradation, the UV-VIS absorbance of the in- and

outlet product were monitored online. The analysis of the absorbance was performed

at wavelengths of 250<λ<400 nm (Figure 5.7).

The photocatalytic degradation of phenol was studied for different gas phase

compositions. The additional O2 supply increased the degradation of phenol

drastically. As can be seen in Figure 5.7 (initial phenol concentration=1 mM, liquid

flow rate= 10 µl/min), with O2 supply (air or pure O2), the absorbance peak of phenol

at 270 nm decreased significantly compared to the values with N2 supply.

The photocatalytic degradation of phenol was intensively studied as a model reaction

in photocatalysis. It is a well-known fact that during phenol degradation, several

aromatic intermediates are formed such as hydroquinone, benzoquinone and catechol.

The formation of these intermediates was also observed in our reaction product, which

Figure 5.7: Effect of O2 supply on the photocatalytic phenol degradation (initial
phenol concentration=1 mM, liquid flow rate=10 µl/min). Absorbance spectrum of
the reactor in- and outlet streams for different gas phase compositions.
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is indicated by the increased absorbance at wavelengths higher than 290 nm (Figure

5.7). Moreover, the product had a very light yellow/brown color, which is most likely

due to the formation of reaction intermediates18,28–30.

With increasing flow rate (decreasing residence time) the degradation of phenol

decreased. Unfortunately, the decreasing peak of phenol cannot be related directly

to the conversion value of phenol. The formed intermediate products (e.g. 1, 4-

Benzoquinone, Hydroquinone) also absorb around 270 nm.

Nevertheless, the measurements clearly show that the phenol degradation is improved

with the membrane-assisted O2 supply to the reaction zone. These results prove that

the utilization of membrane technology in photocatalytic processes is an attractive

and promising alternative for multiphase systems.

5.4 Conclusions

A new microreactor concept for photocatalytic gas-liquid-solid (G-L-S) systems was

introduced in this work. In contrast to the existing concepts, Porous Photocatalytic

Membrane Microreactor (P2M2) exploits tuned interfaces to ensure a well-defined

and stable G-L-S interface for the reaction and allows supplying the gaseous

reactant continuously along the length of the microreactor. Microreactors with

controlled surface properties and photocatalytic activity were successfully prepared

by microfabrication, photocatalyst immobilization and selective surface modification

steps.

We showed that the selective surface modification step ensures that the photocatalyst

becomes hydrophilic precisely in photocatalytically active areas. This method can be

applied for membrane reactors especially in heterogeneously catalyzed processes.

We also proved that the availability of the gaseous reactant O2 in photocatalytic

processes can be significantly improved by its continuous distribution to the reaction

zone through a porous membrane. The presented results showed that the membrane-

assisted supply of O2 enhanced the photocatalytic degradation of phenol and

methylene blue.
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Chapter 6

Summary and Outlook

The research described in this thesis aimed to explore new concepts for microreactors

in multiphase gas-liquid-solid (G-L-S) reactions by utilizing membrane technology for

contacting these phases. Porous micro- and mesoreactors were developed using various

preparation steps and tested for gas-liquid-solid (G-L-S) model reaction systems.

In this work, we fabricated, modified and characterized porous ceramic (Alumina:

Al2O3) and metallic (stainless steel) reactors in planar and in tubular geometry. These

reactors were applied for catalytic hydrogenation and photocatalytic degradation

reactions of selected compounds in water and showed promising potential for future

applications in microreactor technology.
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6.1 Summary

Chapter 1 provides a general view about microreactors and existing concepts for

multiphase reactions in these devices. Furthermore, an overview of conventional

membrane reactors is given, followed by some background information on model

reactions, which were performed in this study. Lastly, the scope and outline of the

thesis are presented.

Chapter 2 demonstrates the preparation of porous ceramic mesoreactors and their

application for catalytic hydrogenation of nitrite ions in water. Tubular reactors

with tailored wetting properties and catalytic activity were developed by utilizing

fabrication, catalyst immobilization and surface modification (hydrophobization)

techniques. With surface modification, the wetting behavior of the liquid reactant

on the catalyst surface and the position of the G-L interface could be easily tuned. A

stable G-L-S interface for heterogeneously catalyzed reaction processes was realized by

applying hydrophobization techniques. Reactors with tunable wetting properties were

obtained, in which the porous support was hydrophobized while the catalyst support

remained hydrophilic. The developed reactors showed high catalytic activities for this

model reaction, reaching nitrite conversion values up to 80%. In addition, the reactor

performance remained constant even at relatively low concentrations of hydrogen

(H2), proving very efficient transfer of the gas phase by continuous addition through

the membrane.

In Chapter 3, we studied the influence of geometrical and operational parameters on

the performance of ceramic (Al2O3) micro- and mesoreactors. We prepared reactors

with various inner diameters, controllable catalyst support thickness (γ-Al2O3 layer)

and active Pd surface area, and tunable wetting properties. In addition, we utilized

inert slug flow in our porous membrane reactor, merging the advantages of both

dispersed phase and continuous phase operation. The prepared reactors were tested

for the catalytic hydrogenation of nitrite. Results showed that with the increasing

catalyst support thickness the performance of the reactor increased, due to the higher

amount of Pd catalyst at the interface. However, the enhancement is not as prominent
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as the increase in Pd amount at the interface, suggesting further internal mass transfer

limitations with increasing thickness of the γ-Al2O3 layer. Furthermore, reactors

with smaller inner diameter showed higher reactor performance compared with the

ones with larger inner diameter. This shows that lowering of the characteristic

length enhances the performance in these reactors due to improved mass transfer.

In addition, we showed that the integration of slug flow (inert) in a membrane reactor

could further enhance the external mass transfer in the liquid phase.

Chapter 4 describes the utilization of porous stainless steel hollow fibers with

carbon nanofibers (CNFs) as membrane microreactor material. Porous stainless

steel (SS) hollow fibers with high porosity and mechanical strength were obtained

and CNFs with high surface area were successfully grown on the porous SS surface.

The fabricated microreactors displayed a high surface area, mechanical strength and

promising nitrite reduction activity. Results indicated that the presence of CNFs on

the SS surface had a significant effect on the reactor performance. On CNF deposited

reactors, even without the presence of H2 and Pd, the NO2
− ions were successfully

reduced. These results indicate the intrinsic reducing properties of the developed

reactor material.

Chapter 5 demonstrates the application of porous microreactors for photocatalytic

gas-liquid-solid (G-L-S) systems in planar chip geometry. Porous Photocatalytic

Membrane Microreactors (P2M2) with controlled surface properties and photo-

catalytic activity were successfully prepared by micromilling (on porous Al2O3),

photocatalyst (TiO2) immobilization and selective surface modification steps. The

reactor was employed in the (UV-light induced) photocatalytic degradation of

methylene blue and phenol in water, where additional O2 was supplied to the

reaction zone. High photocatalytic activity with conversion values up to 90% were

obtained. In addition, results showed that with the membrane-assisted supply of O2

in these photocatalytic processes, the degradation rate in the reactor was significantly

improved, illustrating the advantage of the developed concept.
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6.2 Outlook

6.2.1 Fabrication of porous ceramic and metallic microchan-

nels by replication/templating

As described in the previous chapters of this thesis, porous inorganic materials

have a great potential to be applied in microfluidics. However, existing methods

for preparation of these materials are limited by the high characteristic length

(hydraulic diameter) or relatively high wall thickness1,2. Two alternative techniques

are described, which can be applied for the fabrication of novel porous inorganic (e.g.

ceramic, metallic) microfluidic devices.

Porous microchannels in planar geometry via replication:

Chapter 5 demonstrates milling as a simple and cheap approach for microstructuring

of porous ceramic materials in planar geometry. Even with all its advantages,

fabrication of channels with dimensions <100 µm becomes challenging and this

direct microfabrication technique is not applicable on every type of porous substrate.

Moreover, relatively thick substrates have to be used for mechanical strength, which

results in a low channel volume/total reactor volume.

Microfabrication via replication (indirect fabrication) is a promising alternative for

producing microstructured channels3–6. Within the scope of this thesis7, preliminary

studies on this method were carried out for the fabrication of thin porous ceramic

microreactors. This method comprises of precipitation of polymers with dispersed

particles while in contact with a microstructured mold (Figure 6.1). It can be applied

for a wide variety of materials, allows fabrication of very thin microfluidic films (∼100

µm) and microstructures with very small characteristic length (<100 µm).

A polymer-particle suspension, consisting of polymer, solvent and dispersed particles

(e.g. ceramic particles) is cast on a microstructured mold7. Subsequently, the solvent

is removed from the cast suspension (e.g. by evaporation). The remaining polymer-

particle composite (green tape) is released from the microstructured mold and several

green tapes can be stacked together. This is then followed by a final sintering step,

in which the polymer is selectively removed at high temperatures, leaving a porous
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Figure 6.1: Microfabrication steps of porous ceramic microreactors by replication:
Microstructuring of a polymer-particle composite by the use of a mold, followed by
stacking and sintering step (adapted from7).

structure behind. According to the final application, surface modification and catalyst

immobilization steps can be carried out before the operation (Figure 6.1).

In preliminary studies, we prepared homogenous ceramic (α-Al2O3) slurries (adapted

from4) and performed accurate micropatterning. We carried out stacking of green

tapes (lamination) and high temperature sintering. For the lamination of green tapes,

we used a commercial adhesive (Pritt-Stick, Henkel) as temporary laminating agent,

which was later eliminated during the sintering step (inspired from8). Figure 6.2 (a,

b) shows the resulting porous ceramic microchannels fabricated via this replication

method with characteristic channel dimensions of ∼25 µm.

With this technique, small and thin porous ceramic microstructured substrates could

be easily fabricated. However, during the fabrication of bigger samples with an area

of larger than ∼2 cm2, we observed that the samples curled, resulting in ”potato-

chips”-like shapes during the sintering step (Figure 6.2.c). To prevent bending, we
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Figure 6.2: Porous ceramic microchannels in planar geometry: (a), (b) Microchannels
fabricated by replication, lamination and sintering steps. (c) Bending behavior of thin
ceramic substrates after sintering.

”sandwiched” the green tapes between two ceramic blocks during the sintering step.

In the case of only one green tape, the bending could be prevented. Nevertheless,

if more than one green tape was stacked on each other, the final ceramic structure

showed cracks on its surface.

This bending problem has to be overcome in order to make these microfluidic devices

feasible for future applications. Possible reasons for bending are density gradients

in the green tape before the sintering and/or temperature gradients in the sample

during the sintering step. These gradients would cause shrinkage mismatches during

the sintering, leading to a curled or cracked final structure. Density gradients can

possibly be avoided by the use of gas permeable (porous or dense) microstructured

molds, in order to make the evaporation of the solvent more homogeneous along the

cross-section. Furthermore, the use of conductive plates at the bottom and/or the top

of the sample could decrease the heat transfer gradients and the shrinkage mismatches

during sintering.

Tubular porous microchannels fabricated by microtemplating:

In Chapters 2 and 3, porous commercial ceramic hollow fibers (from HyFlux

CEPAration) were used as starting materials for tubular meso- or microreactors.

Extrusion and spinning methods are commonly used for fabrication of porous ceramic

and metallic hollow fibers. These methods provide hollow fibers with a well-
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defined and smooth interface; however, costly equipment is needed for these types

of fabrication.

Within the project, a simple technique was developed for the fabrication of tubular

porous ceramic (or metallic) microchannels (hollow fibers). Salamon et al.1 recently

reported a technique, which comprises of microtemplating polymeric hollow fibers to

fabricate porous ceramic microchannels (Figure 6.3).

In this method, a polymeric hollow fiber is dip-coated in a suspension consisting

of dispersed inorganic particles (ceramic or metallic), a solvent and organic matter

(binder, plasticizer, dispersant). Subsequently, the coated hollow fiber is left for

drying to remove the solvent. After the drying, the composite material is sintered at

a high temperature, so that the initial polymeric hollow fiber template and the organic

matter of the suspension are both removed. Finally, a porous tubular microchannel

is obtained (Figure 6.4).

Figure 6.3: Preparation procedure of tubular porous microchannels by microtem-
plating: (a) microtemplate; (b) coating of the microtemplate with a suspension
with sinterable particles; (c) microtemplate with coated layer; (d) reshaping and
numbering-up and (e) sintering (and removal of the microtemplate)1.
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Figure 6.4: Porous ceramic microchannels fabricated by microtemplating: (a) single
microchannel, (b) microchannel with multiple layers, (c) multiple microchannels with
multiple layers (adapted from1).

Fabrication of tubular microchannels via templating has several advantages. With

this method, microchannels with small inner diameters can be obtained (Figure 6.4),

which are controlled by the outer diameter of the polymeric hollow fiber template.

Furthermore, multilayered microchannels can be prepared by simply repeating the

coating step with different suspensions (Figure 6.4.b). Multilayered hollow fibers are

very relevant for heterogeneously catalyzed reactions, which require high catalytic

surface area. In addition, internal numbering up can be easily performed by merging

the coated hollow fibers in green state and then sintering them together (Figure 6.4.c).

Within the scope of this thesis, we prepared porous ceramic (α-Al2O3) hollow fibers

and tested them with a few explorative experiments using a model gas-liquid system9.

The adsorption of CO2 in water was chosen as a gas-liquid model reaction system. As

can be seen in Figure 6.5, the water could be saturated with CO2 in a very short time,

thanks to the high surface to volume ratio of the fabricated tubular porous hollow

fiber.

Besides the above-mentioned advantages, we must also remark that surface areas and

interfaces of the fabricated hollow fibers are not as well-defined (see Figure 6.4) as

hollow fibers fabricated by commercial extrusion or spinning methods. However,

we can say that this micro-templating technique is very suitable for small-scale

production and explorative research, thanks to its simplicity. This fabrication method
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Figure 6.5: Gas-liquid contacting in a tubular porous ceramic microchannels
fabricated by microtemplating (internal diameter≈750 µm): CO2 absorption in water
vs. liquid residence time in the porous channel. Solid lines represent results from
numerical modeling(adapted from R. Groote9).

can be applied for the fabrication of ceramic hollow fibers in locations which do not

have the facilities for spinning and extrusion processes.

6.2.2 Helical porous microreactors: Improved mass transfer

by secondary flow

Due to the small characteristic length of the microchannels, laminar flow is dominant

inside microfluidic devices. Therefore, the radial mass transfer in the liquid phase

proceeds via diffusion. Even though this provides more control on the hydrodynamics

in the microchannel, it can lead to mass transfer limitations in the case of a wall

reaction process (e.g. heterogeneous catalyzed reaction). As an attempt for improving

the liquid mass transfer properties (Chapter 3), we integrated biphasic flow (slug flow

with inert gas bubbles) and observed significant improvement in catalytic reaction

rate. Though it is a simple and efficient alternative, we must also note that in slug

flow operation mode the possible coalescence of the phases creates uncertainty about
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Figure 6.6: (left) Experimental setup used for O2 uptake in water, (right) Mixing
index vs. Re comparing helical microchannel with equivalent length of straight
channel15.

the actual flow pattern in the reactor channel. Furthermore, the scaling-up for this

operation mode is less trivial than for single phase operation.

In literature, many mixing strategies for microreactors were intensively investigated.

The micromixers are classified in two main types: active (by external energy input)

or passive (by restructuring the flow) micromixers10. Besides slug flow11, common

examples for passive micromixers include zig-zag mixers12, converging-diverging

channels13, hydrodynamic focusing14 and chaotic advection12.

Among these, chaotic advection can be created by the use of a helical geometry

(inducing Dean vortices), which was already demonstrated for several membrane

applications15. Within our project, Jani et al.15 have recently published on a helical

membrane microcontactor for the absorption of oxygen in water (gas-liquid model

reaction). They reported improved mass transfer properties due to generation of

secondary flow, which provides enhanced mixing in the microchannels and higher gas

uptake in the liquid phase (Figure 6.6).

The application of this geometry would be of great interest for gas-liquid-solid

processes in membrane reactors. As also mentioned in previous sections of this thesis,

membrane reactors usually suffer from mass transfer limitations in the liquid phase.

The formation of Dean vortices (secondary flows) in the liquid stream would improve

the transport of the liquid reactant from the bulk phase to the reactor wall, where

the catalyst is located. Moreover, the operation of this type of reactor is relatively
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easy; no further precautions have to be taken in addition to a standard membrane

reactor operation.

We must also remark that the generation of secondary flows is known to occur at

relatively high Reynolds (Re) numbers (typically >50) and to obtain these numbers

within microchannels, high liquid velocities are required15. Therefore, long reactor

channels will be needed in order to obtain sufficient residence time for the liquid

reactant. Furthermore, the fabrication of these reactors can be of concern in practice,

depending on the chosen reactor material. The preparation for polymeric hollow

fibers in helical geometry can be relatively easy thanks to the ductile properties of

the material. However, fabrication of porous ceramic or metallic hollow fibers would

be more challenging. Structuring of the hollow fiber would be needed already in

the green state (before sintering) and precautions need to be taken that the helical

structure should sustain during the sintering.

6.2.3 Non-aqueous gas-liquid-solid reactions

As demonstrated in this thesis, the use of porous medium is a promising concept

for multiphase reactions in microreactors. Despite of the advantages of the concept,

additional precautions need to be taken to prevent wetting of the porous structure

by the liquid phase in order to obtain a stable gas-liquid interface. In this thesis,

we applied the reactor concept to aqueous processes and in order to avoid wetting,

we modified the surface properties of porous ceramic materials selectively (by

hydrophobization).

Even though the hydrophobization of the surface is an efficient way for interface

stabilization in aqueous systems, for organic solvents with lower surface tension (e.g.

ethanol: 23·10−3 N/m) than water (72·10−3 N/m) wetting of a porous medium cannot

be prevented easily. Organic solvents are commonly used in microreactor technology,

therefore two potential solutions are addressed, in order to overcome this drawback

in our reactor concept.

Firstly, counterbalancing gas pressure (trans-membrane pressure) can be applied to

avoid wetting and to position the G-L-S interface. With the excess pressure from
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the gaseous side, the liquid can be pushed back to the inner side of the porous

medium and the interface can be stabilized. This method is commonly used in

conventional membrane reactors. Vospernik et al.16 and Bercic et al.17 demonstrated

that the interface could accurately be positioned with this method. One drawback

of this method is the requirement of additional equipment during the operation for

the pressure regulation, which makes them technically demanding. Furthermore, the

pressure drop along the channel length may differ for liquid and gas phases, depending

on the length, diameter, flow rates and fluid properties. This could cause inaccuracy

of the G-L-S interface along the reactor axis.

Secondly, the utilization of gas-permeable selective layers can be considered, as also

demonstrated in Chapter 4 (PDMS). The addition of such a selective membrane layer

(e.g. PEBAX, PDMS18) on the porous support would avoid the intermixing of the

gas and liquid phases and stabilize the interface. Even though such membranes can

cause additional mass transfer resistance, the coating layers can be made very thin

to limit this problem for mass transfer from the gas phase.

6.2.4 Heat transfer in porous microreactors

Thanks to their improved heat and mass transfer characteristics, microreactors are

very suitable to explore fast and exothermic reactions. In exothermic G-L and G-L-

S reactions, such as hydrogenations and fluorinations, removal of the heat released

by the reaction is very crucial. In the scope of this thesis, we mainly focused on

the conceptual functionality and mass transfer properties of our microreactors, and

did not investigate the heat transfer. We worked with low liquid phase reactant

concentrations, in which the heat release with the reaction was not of big concern.

Still, for future application of porous microreactors in highly exothermic processes,

some recommendations for heat transfer are addressed below.

Heat transfer in porous microreactors is more complex than in conventional dense

microreactors. In a dense reactor, heat transfer can simply proceed through the

reactor wall. In our porous microreactors the reactor wall is used for the supply of
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Figure 6.7: Possible ways of heat removal for porous microreactors in exothermic
reactions: (a) Integration of a heat exchanging plate for planar geometry, (b)
Evaporative cooling for removal of the generated heat in planar and tubular geometry.

the gaseous reactant. Therefore, other strategies need to be applied for heat removal.

The reactor geometry (planar or tubular) is a critical factor in the choice of a strategy.

In planar microreactors, a simple approach can be implemented in which the open

porous microchannels can be covered with a heat exchanging plate (Figure 6.7.a). In

this case, the heat exchange does not directly take place at the reaction interface.

However, the small dimensions of the microchannels should make this strategy

sufficient for the heat removal.

Evaporative cooling (Figure 6.7.b) is a good alternative for heat removal in exothermic

reactions. This method can be applied for both planar and tubular microreactors. It

is very suitable, especially in combination with a porous medium. In this method,

the evaporation of the liquid solvent creates a cooling effect and this can be used for

the removal heat generated with the exothermic reaction. The vapor can be instantly

removed through the porous membrane. As an example, the enthalpy of reaction

for hydrogenation of nitrite can be estimated as ∼450 kJ/mol (from enthalpies of

formation19) and the evaporation enthalpy of water is ∼41 kJ/mol. In our study (low

concentrations), the maximum reaction rate obtained was 22.7·10−8 mol/min for a

flow rate of 0.3 ml/min (∼1.6·10−2 mol/min). This means that with the evaporation

of only 0.015% of the liquid stream the heat generated by the reaction can be removed.

The advantage of this method is that the cooling takes place directly at the reaction
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interface, where the heat is generated. Moreover, controlled amounts of evaporative

solvent removal could be of advantage in the case in which the reaction product is

located within the liquid phase, by increasing the concentration of the product in

the solvent. However, accurate control of the process conditions is required to avoid

operational problems for this concept. Excessive evaporation of the liquid solvent

can lead to operational instabilities in the liquid phase and additional mass transfer

limitations of the gas phase.

Other alternatives for heat removal can be the use of membranes with high thermal

conductivities (e.g. palladium membrane20,21) or integration of external mass transfer

concepts (e.g. loop reactors22).

6.3 Epilogue

The utilization of porous media and membrane technology for multiphase (gas-liquid-

solid) contacting in microreactors is of great advantage. The gaseous reactant can

efficiently be supplied to the reaction zone, gas and liquid phases meet directly at the

catalyst surface, and their flow rates can independently be varied during operation.

Porous ceramic and metallic microreactors offer stable interface with their simple

reactor design.
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Samenvatting

Het doel van het onderzoek in dit proefschrift is om nieuwe concepten te onderzoeken

voor meerfase-microreactoren (gas-vloeistof-vast; afgekort als G-L-S) waarbij gebruik

wordt gemaakt van membraantechnologie voor het met elkaar in contact brengen

van deze fasen. Poreuze micro- en mesoreactoren, zijn ontwikkeld door middel

van verschillende bereidingsstappen en getest voor G-L-S modelreacties. Hiertoe

hebben we keramische (alumina, Al2O3) en metalen (roestvrij stalen) reactoren met

vlakke of cilindrische geometrie ontwikkeld en gekarakteriseerd. Deze reactoren zijn

gebruikt voor katalytische hydrogenering en fotokatalytische degradatie reacties in

water. Uit de resultaten blijkt dat deze reactoren veelbelovend zijn voor toekomstige

toepassingen in microreactortechnologie.

Hoofdstuk 1 geeft aan algemeen overzicht van microreactoren en reeds bestaande

concepten voor het uitvoeren van meerfasereacties in deze reactoren. Daarnaast

wordt een overzicht gepresenteerd van conventionele membraanreactoren, gevolgd

door achtergrondinformatie over de modelreacties die in dit onderzoek zijn gebruikt.

Tot slot worden het doel en de opzet van dit proefschrift gegeven worden.

Hoofdstuk 2 beschrijft de bereiding van poreuze keramische mesoreactoren en

hun toepassing voor de katalytische hydrogenering van nitriet in water. Hi-

ertoe zijn cilindrische reactoren gemaakt met verschillende fabricatietechnieken,

oppervlaktemodificatie (om het oppervlak hydrofoob te maken) en methoden voor

immobilisatie van katalysatoren. De zo verkregen reactoren hebben gecontroleerde

eigenschappen met betrekking tot bevochtiging en katalytische activiteit. Het

bevochtigingsgedrag van de waterige oplossing aan het katalysatoroppervlak en de

positie van het gas-vloeistof (G-L) grensvlak konden worden beinvloed met behulp

van oppervlaktemodificatie. Op deze manier werd een stabiel G-L-S-grensvlak

verkregen voor het uitvoeren van heterogeen gekatalyseerde reacties. Reactoren



met gecontroleerde bevochtigingseigenschappen werden bereid waarbij het membraan

hydrofoob werd gemaakt terwijl het dragermateriaal van de katalysator hydrofiel bleef.

De reactoren die op deze manier verkregen werden, hadden een hoge katalytische

activiteit voor de modelreactie, met nitrietconversies tot wel 80%. Bovendien bleven

de prestaties van de reactoren constant, zelfs bij lage concentraties van de gasvormige

reactant (H2). Dit bewijst dat er een dusdanige goede aanvoer van H2 is door het

membraan dat de stofoverdracht ervan geen beperkende factor wordt.

In hoofdstuk 3 hebben we de invloed van de geometrie en operationele parameters

op de prestaties van de keramische (Al2O3) micro- en mesoreactoren bestudeerd.

Hiertoe hebben we reactoren gemaakt met verschillende interne diameters, een

gecontroleerde laagdikte van het dragermateriaal voor de katalysator (γ-Al2O3) en een

actief oppervlak van Pd met vereiste bevochtigingseigenschappen. Daarnaast hebben

we een inerte slug flow geintegreerd in deze poreuze membraanreactor. Hiermee

konden we de voordelen van het gebruik van een gedispergeerde fase combineren

met die van een continue fase. De zo verkregen reactoren werden getest voor de

katalytische hydrogenering van nitriet onder verschillende operationele parameters.

De resultaten toonden aan dat de prestatie van de reactor verbetert met toenemende

laagdikte van het dragermateriaal voor de katalysator. Dit komt door een toenemende

hoeveelheid Pd-katalysator aan het grensvlak waar de reactie plaatsvindt. Echter,

de prestatie neemt niet evenredig toe met de toename van de hoeveelheid Pd aan

het grensvlak. Dit wijst er op dat bij een toenemende laagdikte van het γ-Al2O3

de stofoverdracht een beperkende factor kan worden. Verder hebben reactoren met

een kleinere interne diameter een betere prestatie vergeleken met reactoren met een

grotere interne diameter. Dit bevestigt dat de prestaties van deze reactoren verbeteren

als gevolg van de verbeterde stofoverdrachtseigenschappen bij miniaturisatie van

de karakteristieke lengteschalen. Bovendien hebben we aangetoond dat de externe

stofoverdracht verder verbeterd kan worden door de integratie van (inerte) slug flow.

Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft het gebruik van poreuze roestvrij stalen holle vezels met

koolstof nanovezels (carbon nanofibers, CNFs). Sterke en hoog poreuze roestvrij

stalen holle vezels werden verkregen waarbij het mogelijk was om CNFs met een



hoog specifiek oppervlak te laten groeien aan het poreuze roestvrij stalen oppervlak.

Deze microreactoren hadden een hoog specifiek oppervlak, goede mechanische

eigenschappen en lieten een veelbelovende activiteit zien in de reductie van nitriet.

De resultaten toonden aan dat de aanwezigheid van CNFs op het roestvrij stalen

oppervlak de prestaties van de reactor aanzienlijk benvloedden. In reactoren waarop

CNFs waren gegroeid, kon nitriet zelfs worden gereduceerd wanneer er geen H2 en

Pd aanwezig waren. Deze resultaten tonen aan dat het ontwikkelde reactormateriaal

intrinsieke reducerende eigenschappen bezit.

Hoofdstuk 5 beschrijft het gebruik van poreuze microreactoren in fotokatalytische G-

L-S systemen. Vlakke fotokatalytische membraanmicroreactoren met gecontroleerde

oppervlakte-eigenschappen en fotokatalytische activiteit werden succesvol verkregen

met behulp van microfabricagetechnieken (op poreus Al2O3), gevolgd door immo-

bilisatie van de TiO2 fotokatalysator en selectieve oppervlaktemodificatiestappen.

Deze reactoren werden getest voor de (UV-geinduceerde) fotokatalytische degradatie

van methyleenblauw en fenol in water, waarbij extra O2 werd toegediend in de

reactiezone. De reactor had een hoge fotokatalytische activiteit met tot wel 90%

degradatie. Bovendien toonden deze resultaten aan dat de degradatiesnelheid in de

reactor aanzienlijk hoger werd door membraangeassisteerde toevoer van O2 gedurende

het fotokatalytische proces. Deze laatste bevinding laat duidelijk de voordelen van

het ontwikkelde concept zien.

Hoofdstuk 6 vat de resultaten samen die behaald zijn binnen het kader van dit

onderzoek. Verder worden er aanbevelingen voor toekomstig onderzoek gegeven

alsmede enkele afsluitende opmerkingen.

Het gebruik van poreuze media en membraantechnologie voor het in contact brengen

van meerfasesystemen (gas-vloeistof-vast) in microreactoren biedt grote voordelen. In

deze reactoren kan de gasvormige reactant efficient worden toegevoegd aan de reac-

tiezone; de gas- en vloeistoffase ontmoeten elkaar direct aan het katalysatoroppervlak

en gedurende het proces kunnen de verschillende stroomsnelheden onafhankelijk van

elkaar worden gevarieerd. Poreuze keramische en metalen microreactoren combineren



stabiele grensvlakken met een simpel reactorontwerp.
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